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Self-Regulated Hours Examined By Forum
BY DIANNA COLEMAN
Organizations Editor

EDIE REYNOLDS* a freshman living in Case Hall, points to
the flaws to living in a "secure" dorm. She was one of
approximately fifty coeds who attended the forum on
women's hours last Thursday night in Combs.

"A system where women
students have the priviledge of
setting their own hours for
leaving or entering their
dormitories" was the topic
j discussion at an open forum
on Thursday night in the
Ferrell room of Combs Hall.
Ellen Simpson, Panhellenic
President, Margaret Skaggs,
Interdorm Council, and
Sharon Crews, chairman of
the Interdorm proposal
committee on self-regulated
hours, composed the panel
which presented the audience
with information about
research and study done on
self-regulated hours for
women.
A proposal was made by
Dr. Thomas Myers and the
P acuity-Student Committee
on Hours that women be able
to regulate their own hours
with certain limitations as to
who would be able to do so. It

'states that graduate students,
married students, and students
having two full semesters
equalling 24 credit hours with
parental permission would be
allowed to govern the hours
they come into their
dormitory.
The proposal also
stipulated that a method of
acknowledging dormitory
absence would need to be pot
into effect for emergency
reasons and it would be the
responsibility of the residents
to acknowledge their absence
on a voluntary basis. However,
the proposals stressed that this
privilege was for the
protection of each girl.
The last proposal was
questioned by a male member
of the audience who asked,
"Why are they trying to put
the card system back into
use?" It was explained to him
that it would be necessary to
know how many women ase
in the dorms. This would be
an aid in locating someone in
case of an emergency. It

would not be mandatory for
the women to use the check
out cards, but in case anyone
wishes a card, one would be
provided.
Another question raised
was 'if men do not have
restricted, hours, why should
women?" The panel explained
that the definite reason for
this is not clear, but that it is a
known tradition that women
have always been watched
over and protected more than
the male students. The
university is concerned about
the safety of the women living
in dorms.
The Interdorm proposals
suggested that the University
employ night hots, preferably
graduate assistants, in the
dorms to maintain closed-door
security.
A question was raised
-concerning the reason a night
host would have to be on
duty. The panel explained
that when a roommate or
friend comes and lets someone
in, the doors are often not

properly closed. These open
idoors are like an invitation to
trouble in the opinion of the
'panel. Anyone could walk
into the dorm and cause harm
to one of the students.
The night host would not
be a member of security or a
policeman, but rather hired
personnel selected by the
university.
The cost of the night host
in each women's dorm will be
an additional expense to the
university. There will
probably be a fee charged to
the women for the privilege of
having self-regulated hours.
Exactly how much would be
decided by the business office.
All of the proposals have to
pass through the
Faculty-Student" Committee
before the end of the year.
They have to then be
subjected to approval by the
Council on Student Affairs
and the Board of Regents
before the end of the
semester.

WOMEN'S INTERDORM COUNCIL members, from left,
Sharon Crews, Margaret Skaggs, and Ellen Simpson answer
questions and discuss proposals with students who attended
the meeting. Coeds are awaiting future action by the Board of
Regents.
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Alleged Porter Pollution Inv
about operations and has been compounded in
materials involved and feels as terms of danger by the
though the answers he was construction of the Pattie A.
given may have been Clay Hospital on the other
Perhaps you have stood insufficient regarding the side of the by-pass from the
due north, Pf the -^ P°^^j^ T"~" used at the
plant on the by-pass with the
"We must consider the
wind in your face, and have
After his examination, Luts
sensed some unpleasant odor concluded that there is "no people inside. What do you
think happens to them? And
In the air.
earthly reason why it (the the people in the hospital,
In the first,of a series of plant) should be where it is."
articles. The Progress has gone He contends that the error who are already in ill health?"
to the Eastern chemistry cannot be linked so much He went on to say that in his
department in an attempt to with the plant, as with the apartment in Vickers Village
determine the effect of the city officials who gave his four rooms are often filled
Porter pollution problem, if permission for the plant to with odor which requires him
to close his windows.
indeed a problem exists, and locate on the present site.
what can be done about the
He pointed out that when
situation.
the
day is overcast, the
Evaluation In Process
Dr. John Davidson, an
particles emitted tend to hang
associate professor of
"The people at the plant in the air and cannot rise.
chemistry, seemed to sum up said they are evaluating their ' As a specialized chemist in
the feelings of most everyone procedures, but this is not the
when he said, "I can tell you time for the people to be
that whatever it is (the plant criticizing them. The city
emits), it sure smells, that's fathers gave the priviledge to
for sure."
the company." While the air
Dr. Heino A. Luts, also an would still be polluted, Luts
associate professor, who has feels that the plant should
visited in the plant, said that, have been located "out in the
The 1970 Milestone,
"the community needs the county," and he acknowledges Eastern's student yearbook,
plant, but not there. You the economic importance of and Aurora, Eastern's student
must remember that for these the plant to Richmond.
literary publication, have each
things to operate they must
"Technology in America won an award for the quality
have permission from the has advanced, but it has failed of their publications.
county. They have their legal to bring the people with it. We
Last year's Milestone
rights to be there."
received
the Associated
live in a chemical world, and
Collegiate
Press's highest
people lack a knowledge of
Luts Offers Assistance
chemistry." Luts pointed out award - the AU-American
Luts, along with the many ways "around the rating.
Aurora has won an award
department chairman Dr. house" that the chemical
Harry Smiley, said that he ignorance of people can cause from the Kentucky Arts
would be glad to assist the them to harm themselves. He Commission in the Kentucky
Porter company in any compares this to the harm college magazines division.
professional way they could in that might come from The 1970 Aurora was one of
order to improve the Porter allowing a plant, such as H.K. two Kentucky college literary
operation from the scientific Porter, to locate within the magazines so cited. The
amount of the award was
city limits.
aspect.
$100, but Aurora was also
While at the plant
Luts feels that the situation given an extra $50 to be used
previously, Luts inquired
as prize money for entries in
the 1971 edition.
The AU-American
certificate is the fourth earned
by the Milestone in the past
five years. It is the third
received by EKU student
publications for the 1969-70
academic year.
Progress Rating
Earlier, The Eastern
Progress, Eastern's student
newspaper, received
AU-American ratings for both
fall and spring semesters of,
last academic year.
Approxiamtely 10 to 12
yearbooks receive the ACP's
top sward annually. The
Milestone was entered in the
competition's university
division competition.
The critique that
accompanied the rating said
the Milestone "has a quality
value in its sound solid
Staff Photo by Schtoy Cox coverage of the year and
stability of spirit.."
Special bonus points were
AN ALL-AMERICAN RATING for the 1970 Milestone
makes Bill Stoess a happy former editor. The Milestone has awarded the Milestone for
.received Ail-American ratings for four of the last five years.
"appeals factors," such as
feature photographs, the use
BY ROBERT BABBAGE, JR.
Academics Editor

the medicinal-biological area,
Luts concluded his remarks by
saying that before any plant is
ever constructed the question
should be asked, "What comes
out of your chimneyl"
Potential Hazard Dr. Morris Taylor, a
chemistry professor who holds
three degrees from Purdue,
feels that any foreign
substance represents a
"potential hazard to the
human body. My guess is that
is is some phenolic rosin being
emitted from the plant"
The plant, produces brake
lining and clutch facings.
"My concern," Taylor said,
"has to center around the

Aurora ^ Milestone
Receive Awards
of color photographs, and art
work, and for a special
13-page report on the decade
ofthe60's.
The 606-page book
contained more than 100
color photographs and
featured a three-page gatefold
pf EKU coed Louisa Flook,
the then reigning Miss
Kentucky. Theme of the 1970
Milestone was "The Age of
Aquarius."
Editor of the 1970
Milestone was William Stoess,
Crestwood. Miss Nancy
Brucchieri, Louisville, was the
managing editor and Kenneth
Robey, Lexington, was
business manager.
Other Magazines
Other Kentucky magazines
given awards by the Kentucky
Arts Commission were Twigs,
The Green River Review,
Handsel, Resonance, and
Approaches.
This award is just one of
several that the 1970 Aurora
has gathered. Last spring three
stories which appeared in this
edition won awards in the
Story College Contest:
"Creole Lesson" by Dan
Bullard, "Stand Still Time" by
Robert Sanders, and
"Carlotta" by Bonnie Tinsley.
This summer a poem by
Robert Pollack, "Life
Studies," also appearing in the
1970 Aurora, won second
prize in the Atlantic College
Writing Contest and was
published in a special edition
of prize poems and stories.
The Kentucky Arts
Commission cited two
additional stories of the 1970
issue: "Stan, Wherever You
Are" by Toby Walton and
"First Summer Out" by Betty
Jo Brown, and two additional
Continued on page 4
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amount of impure air that
people are breathing. The
harm may be more to the nose
than anything."
Taylor acknowledges that
"almost no testate* is being
ions on some of these
materials. I'm doubtful that
the answer could be found
(regarding the effect of the
plant emissions)."
"I'm not too pleased about
smelling the air, and I don't
suppose anyone is. Off hand,
it may not be too much more
dangerous than the Baptist
Church smokestack, but then
we just can't be sure."
Research Insufficient
Dr. Taylor brought out the
fact that even the Food and
Drug Administration has not
fully researched the effects of
aspirin on the human body. In
a like sense, research in the
area of pollution danger is
insufficient, according to
Taylor.
He noted that in some
cases the life of an organic
chemist may be shortened by
some 3 or 4 years when
compared to the average life
expectancy. The cause is not
certain, but Taylor suspects
that it may be from exposure
to concentrated amounts of
chemical substances.
The "average person"
would not be subjected to
such high soncentrations,
however, if Taylor's hunch is
correct, then it points to some
notable danger in chemical
fumes.
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Charge!
Spirits were up and tensions ran high
during the Eastern-Western game Monday
night in Alumni Coliseum. Spectator
excitement and action remained fervored

In Hetrick Case

Dismissal Overruled
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
News Editor
United States District
Judge Mac Swinford overruled
Tuesday a motion made by
John W. Palmore, defense

Colloquia Announced
The steering cluster of the
Student Association's
Colloquia has announced the'
topics for this year's
discussions.
"By getting started now,"
said steering cluster chairman
Ike Norris, "we will have
about two weeks before spring
break. The groups can get
started this week nad continue
to meet as long as they want."
On Monday, March 1,
many students, faculty
members, and administrators
who are interested can meet at
6 p.m. in Combs 224 to
discuss "History Now." "The
Power Structure at EKU" will
be discussed at 7 p.m. in
Comb* 225.
"Russian Studies" (6:30 in
Combs 224) and "Conscience
versus Social and Political
Realities" (7:30 in Combs
224) and "Self Expression in
the Arts" (7:30 in Combs
225) will meet on Wednesday,
March 3.
"Indonesia ad Infinitum"
(6:30 in Combs 224) and
' *Ps'y chology--The
Manipulation of Minds" (7:30

until the finish, despite a technical foul
called on the crowd mid-way through the
second half.

in Combs 225) are scheduled
for Thursday, March 4.
"Hopefully," said Norris,
"some instructors who are
knowlegeable in the particular
fields will be there." There
are currently two different
colloquiums on campus. The
psychology department's
colloquium is a monthly
lecture. "Ours," said Norris,
"is of the student government
and is a discussion, not s
lecture. Colloquia invites you
to try learning for learning's
sake."

Student Teaching
Applications Set
Applications for
student-teachers are now
available for the Fall
Semester, 1971. Each
applicant may now obtain the
forms in Combs 418.
Applications must be returned
on March 12,1971.

attorney for President Robert
R. Martin and the Eastern
Board of Regents, to dismiss
the suit against his. clients
which was filed by Dr. Phyllis
B. Hetrick, former Eastern
professor who is presently
teaching at Bowling Green
University, Bowling Green,
Ohio.
Dr. Hetrick; represented by
Robert Sedler, professor in
the University of Kentucky
College of Law, filed suit
August 12, 1970, in the U.S.
District Court in Lexington
claiming that she was advised
that her teaching contract
would not be renewed forthe
1970-71 academic year.
Dr. Hetrick also states that
Dr. Martin refused to give
written reasons and/ or a
hearing on her dismissal.
Allegedly her dismissal stems
from discussions that she held
on the Vietnamese War and
the draft in her English classes
during the week of October
15, 1970.
Dr. Hetrick says she was
accused of draft- counseling
and was instructed to
"behave" and her position
would not be in "jeopardy."
Last February, the English
professor claimed she was
advised by the chairman of
the English department that
due to a "lukewarm
recommendation" from a
"secret evaluating committee"
it would be "better for her if
she would resign."
When she refused to resign,
i

Dr. Hetrick received notice
from the Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences that her
contract would not be
renewed for the 1970-71
academic year.
Dr. Hetrick asserts that she
was unsuccessful in learning
formal reasons for her
dismissal from the Dean or
chairman of the English
department She claimed that
she was only told that she was
not "sociable."
Dr. Hetrick claims that the
decision not to reappoint her
was made by Dr. Robert R.
Martin and that it is the:
consistent practice of Djgj
Martin to persuade teaches*:
who, to him, are "too liberal^
or have "controversial ideas?*
to resign, but if the teacher;
refuses, his contract is not:
renewed.
A University lawyer:
indicated to Dr. Hetrick lasJP
spring that, according UC
Kentucky State law, she was:
not entitled to written chargef
of a formal hearing.
Dr. Hetrick who is now:
teaching under a one-year*
contract at Bowling GreenState University, is centering:
her defense around the first:
and fourteenth amendments^
of the United States
Constitution.
The suit asks for a.
permanent injunction against!"
Dr. Martin, directing him to
offer her an appointment aa af$j
assistant professor of English?
A court date has not been:
set
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Faculty Draw Low Average Salary
There seems to be concern over faculty
salaries. Some faculty members have
become disenchanted with the lagging
Eastern pay scale. A recent survey
conducted by Committee Z of the local
AAUP Chapter showed that faculty
members regard the issue of salary as the
"number 1 priority."
The AAUP findings have been passed
along to Dr. J.C. Powell, Vice President for
Administration, for his consideration.
However, before reading the report of
teacher sentiments Dr. Powell indicated
that it was his belief that there was no
appreciable difference between salaries at
Eastern and those at the other state
universities of Murray, Morehead, and
Western. This belief is not common in the
University community-particularly among
faculty members.
According to the most recent figures
(•69-'70) in the national AAUP Bulletin,
Eastern ranks behind all other Kentucky
universities with an average salary of
$10,380 to full-time faculty members. For
that year Western has the highest average
salary with $11,140.
When fringe benefits such as medical
insurance are added to the average salaries,
Eastern still trails behind Western and
Murray, but slips ahead of Morehead. The
average compensation for full-time Eastern
faculty members is $11,576. Murray leads

the state universities (other than U.K. and
U. of L.) with an average of $ 12,477.
Several Eastern faculty members have
indicated that even though $1,196 is
added to the average salary in the way of
compensations, .they have received no
notification from the University this year
concerning fringe benefits.
Even though Eastern has the lowest
average salary, it is interesting to note that
Eastern has 80 full professors according to
the '69-'70 statistics. This is 15 more than
any of the other sister schools. Such
information may imply an even larger
salary gap existing between the faculty
members of lower rank at Eastern and
those at the other state universities.
Despite falling in comparison to Murray,
Western, and Morehead, the Kentucky
universities have shown marked
improvement over recent years. However,
they still trail most of the state universities
across the nation.
Eastern does not have a salary scale
from which faculty salaries are determined.
There is no established minimum or
maximum for each rank of professor,
associate professor, assistant professor, and
instructor. Also, there are no grades within
each rank. Salaries are based, partially at
least, on performance reports from the
department chairmen.

Mixed Emotions
Bring Moments
To Remember
Life is built on experiences.
Remembering that yte are human, most of
these experiences hold some sort of
relation to our emotional fiber.
Emotional highlights are often useful, as
a point of reference, for recalling past
experiences. Perhaps, an event is
remembered because of its ability to instill
love, distaste, or amusement rather than
the facts of a particular event.
The Eastern-Western game of this past
Monday night provided a comprehensive
assortment for one's senses. There were the
matters of the inspired performance of the
two teams, the questionable officiating,
Guy Strongs' accumulation of technical
fouls and eventual ejection, the zealous
crowd that flooded the Coliseum, the
constant flurry of fraternity flags, and the
evidences of alcohol-all played upon the
mood and emotions of those' present.
The final outcome of that game was not
clear or predictable until it was indeed
over. Perhaps this is evidence enough that
the final score affected only what followed
the game rather than the behavior or
feelings during the game.
For some time minds will be bogged
with thoughts of the necessary victory that
was not achieved. But in time, the score is
likely to be forgotten, while the issue of
"victory vs. defeat" becomes less
distinguishable. The final score will fit into
the statistical records of OVC contests of
several years, but the emotional impacts of
the »71 Western game will be remembered,
and not soon forgotten.

These reports are forwarded to the
appropriate dean and then on to Dr.
Thomas Stovall, Vice President for
Academic Affairs. The initial salary
suggestion is made by the department
chairman.
The department chairman stands
between his employers-the University
administration—and his co-workers.
Whether or not deans and department
chairmen are appointed to their positions
partially based on their timidity toward the
administration is not clear. However, one
can be relatively certain that if Eastern's
salaries are not in line with those of her
sister schools, deans and chairmen are not
vigorously confronting anybody about the
matter.
A department chairman, a dean, or any
administrator receives a salary based upon
service to the institution. Now the degree
of that service might affect the amount of
his salary. Is it possible that by encouraging
faculty salaries to stay within a certain
range advocated by the administration that
a chairman, dean, or administrative could
be providing a service?
As long as faculty members are not
making a mass exodus from the University
or are not coalescing into a unified
movement, the faculty has but to trust the
intent, wisdom, and generosity of the
administration.

Attack Pollution;
Support Earth Day
Is there going to be another "earth day"
this spring?
One might wonder if "earth day" is
worth having or still yet, is a better earth
itself worth having?
On April 22, 1970, the first national
••earth day" was held on campuses and in
citiesI across AmericL^Eas^rn Mtdm'i
day-long program' >':m^rkvfi.eft U<M
national topics of environmental concern.
All sides-industry, the armed services, the
scientist and the private citizen-were
represented.
This year on April 21, Eastern's biology
club and the biology faculty, plan to
sponsor another "earth day." They hope to
have better speakers, even some that are
nationally known. Another goal is to bring
the topics closer to home so that the
members of the Eastern community can
become more familiar with what's going on
around Richmond and what they can do
about it.
But, at the first planning meeting, some
14 people attended, and that includes
faculty members. One hears a lot of talk
about ecological concern, but the events of
the first meeting would lead an observer to
believe that concern here is definitely
Years from now as we recall the Western lacking-if it is even there.
Looking at the shape of the world today
game, it will probably be through the
images of Guy Strong peeping around a (in terms of pollution), something is
door while coaching the team, the energetic definitely needed and "earth days" are at
crowd, the relentless playing of a team who least a good start.
The next "earth day" meeting is
gave it all they had, the heat combined
scheduled
for March 3; it is open to all who
with the mixed odor of sweat and liquor,
are interested. Isn't it time to realize that
and the roughed-up photographer.
Maybe we will remember the overtime the hot air of idle critics only adds to the
and that one point that separated the final sad plight of the world? If you are truly
tallies. But if we should even recall who concerned, then come out next Wednesday
won, how important will it be among our night and support Eastern's "earth day"
project.
cherished memories of the game itself?

MOWl REMEMBER WHY I ALWAYS GO
TO THE LIBRARY IN5TEAD OF THE GRILL.
,
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Readers Views
put off any longer. We must think of future
generations-especially our children. We cannot
afford to be selfish now.
Earth Day here at Eastern is being planned now
to inform people not just about the problems but
Never in my three yean at Eastern have I how we may be able to solve the problems. This
witnessed the support which EKU students gave year's Earth Day will be focused on Kentucky's
the Colonels last Monday night The roar of the problems but most of the problems facing
crowd was deafening and it gave me a great feeling Kentucky are faced everywhere.
,
as I'm sure it did many of the players.
Up until now most of Kentucky communities
But don't mistake my intentions, the purpose have not had as many problems, such as waste
of mis letter is to bury those fans, not to praise control. It is time to do something before the
them.
problem becomes too great
First of all, I would like to know where the
The next organizational meeting is scheduled
(bleep) you were 20 games back throughout the for March 3 at 7:30 in room 123 of the Moore
Building. Eastern has too often been called an
apathetic campus. It is time to change this view,
fafcwMther-'fans to Support the team one, maybe especially on environmental problems.
two times a year.
Susie Durrett,
You say you are not obligated to support the
Biology Club President
team, then it can just as easily be said that they are
not obligated to win. Neither statement is true, I
hope you realize this fact.
Second of all, you booed Coach Strong. In this
The sun shines bright on my old Kentucky
case you really showed the bush leaguers you are
home.
As the crowd cheered and Strong got the ejection
But how much longer will it shine? Our world is
sign from the ref, I couldn't help wishing it were
the crowd that was getting the boot in the pants gasping for breath and Kentucky is no exception.
Richmond is no exception.
(out of the gym) instead of Coach Strong.
We, as concerned students, must become
Sure he cost EKU points when he had the guts
involved
not in the problems, but in the solutions.
to stand up for his team and question a bad call by
Our
Kentucky
home of Richmond is a good
the ret I saw the EKU student body do the same beginning to put words
into action.
—■
thing over and over all night; the only difference
,
r en
ATTACK!
_
„?
'®*
^
was they sat behind the protective railing.
Box 29, Clay Hall
Even after they were, warned, they fired things
on tiie floor which cost the Colonels a technical
foul. It's a shame that a group of winners like
Strong and hk team have to depend on a bunch of
Too long, Eastern has just passively sat around
losers like we have on campus.
paying
lip service to a debt that has long been past
They say you should never kick a dead dog, so
due.
The
apathy that prevails on this campus
this barrage of insults will cease just as will the
reflects
on
everyone as a whole. It shows that the
deafening roars that we heard at the Western game,
that is until next year when the Hilltoppers return. education you are receiving here is not doing you
Baldwin Crickmer one bit of good. It is not because the teachers are
2001 Commonwealth bad; its because of the attitude of the students.
And so we challenge you to use your education.
We challenge you to care, to become involved, to
do something besides being part of the problem.
Be part of the solution. Learn to give a little more
of yourself. And so this is your chance.
Even though we may not be thinking too much
On April 21, Eastern is again tentatively
about spring now, it is not far away. Last April 22 planning another Earth Day...
Eastern, like many other campuses, participated in
So working on the principle that with more
Earth Day. We had very good speakers and panel people the leas will be the individual work, we are
ritaroflT'«^i+ and talked about the environment for inviting everyone in the Eastern community to
one day.
come to the organisational meeting on March 3,
Even though that one day may have made some 7:80 p.m. in the Moore building and be counted.
people think more about our environment it does We guarantee that if one shows up there will be
not seem as though much real action came from it something for you to do....
As concerned and supposedly educated citizens,
it is up to us as individuals and as groups to try to
The Publicity Committee for Earth Day
improve living conditions in Kentucky and
Continued on page 3elsewhere. The problems facing us today cannot be
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INTENT STUDENTS in Eastern's Symphonic Band follow conductor
Robert Hartwell during the Annual Winter Concert last Tuesday night in

Brock Auditorium. The band, consisting of sixty-five members, appeared
under the auspices of the Music Department

At The Theatre

University Players Excel In Mature Production
BY KEN GREEN
Thursday's premiere of the Civil War
epic, John Brown's Body, was a dramatic
presentation that gave evidence of what I
believe to be a maturing University
Theatre-maturing not only in terms of
quality dramatization, but also in total
production.
. .
Having viewed earlier attempts
(professional and non-professional) at
Benet's Broadway hit, I noted a great deal
of adaptations on the part of director
Haller Laughlin. As in his past production
Dracula, Laughlin has once again
engineered a performance that exceeds the
realm of what an audience may regard as
Benet's original play.
The University Theatre's version has
encompassed a number of fresh and
creative ideas to what could have been a
stale attempt.
Instead of simply reading the various
parts, the EKU Players provided the
audience with a new dramatic version
which was acted—and acted well.
Instrumental and a generous mixture of
vocal talents were incorporated into the
Laughlin adaptation. Musical directors
Chris Bosler and Caludia Peyton composed
t o of the selections, "Riversmoke." and
"Aututnn Waltz."
: :n;': «""**a ■ >
The narrators, Steve Stanley,'' Eloise
Garner, Merle Middleton, Dan Browning,

Mary Davy, and Claudia Peyton,
contributed the dominant channel of the
play's movement, and can be commended
for their individual performances. Miss
Garner and Miss Davy deserve special
recognition for their theatre debuts.
Polished delivery of lines and effective
stage presence were two factors that made
John Brown $ Body a major success. Much of
the play's dramatic success can be
attributed to the efforts of the Theatre
Players. I was impressed with the cast's
handling of their respective
characterizations.
Mike Woods, Rodger Hogg, Bob Grey, *
and Don Meade gave the more creditable
male performances of the evening. These
gentlemen were most convincing in their
characterizations-especially Meade and
Grey.

performance's premiere success. Miss
Garner's dialogue and vocal performance
were reflective of the maturing quality of
the University Theatre.
Other outstanding female performances
were given by Vicki Wolfe and Terri
Takacs. They portrayed the roles of
Mellora Villas and Sally Dupre (the
Northern and Southern girlfriends of Jack
EUyat and Clay Wingate). Both Miss Wolfe
and Miss Takacs exhibited accurate
interpretations of the respective roles.
As for John Brown's production staff,
the costumes arid make-up were
instrumental in ( total production
effectiveness. The make-up crew headed by
Nancy Roberts, molded the Players to be
realistic representations of the characters
they played.
/
In regard to the costumes, I enjoyed the
contemporary design that Terri Insko's
crew carried out. Dr. Laughlin, director of
the play, can be creditied with designing
both the make-up and costumes, in
addition to the set of the production.
The University Players, production staff,
and directors should be congratulated on
the prevailing success of John Brown's
Body. Fresh adaptation and polished

As the old Negro, Cudjo, Don Meade
flavored the play with occasional humor.
Bob Grey, who portrayed the firey John
Brown, was effective in generating the
emotion necessary for such a part.
Woods and Hogg excelled in their
respective roles as two Northern soldiers,
Jack Ellyat and Charlie Bailey.
ant
, . As for the female players, I was pleased
h
l^s,,that(a^»ste,d & the plan's success
with some, oewcpmsrs. .J$^ \ 3$&&f$
filoise Garner -whom I mentioned earlier-* and it is these same factors that lend to a
gave a strong contribution to the matured University Theatre.

Readers9 Views
Continued from page 2
outside air, etc. A fan coil unit, or heater, does not
create dust; it can only create an air current which
The article in last weeks Process by the circulates the air of the room through the heater,
"Academics Editor" concerning heating conditions warms the air and passes it out the top, or front of
on tl. i campus indicates that students are in need the unit.
A filter is normally placed near the bottomof
of the facts. It is regrettable that Mr. Babbage was
unable to obtain these facts from the Division of the more modern fan coil units solely to remove
Buildings and Grounds. In an effort to clarify the dust from the air stream and thus prevent the
obvious confusion, the following are the facts fin-tube radiation from becoming clogged by
concerning the recent problem at the heat plant deposited dust and thus radically reducing heating
and "allegations" raised by the article.
or cooling efficiency. The greater the amount of
The dates in question were February 8, 9, and dust present in a room, the sooner the filter
10 • the most critical being the 9th and 10th. An becomes clogged. When this happens, NO dust is
electric motor which drives the coal conveyor blown from the heater, to the contrary the flow of
system burned out, and without the conveyor, air is reduced or even stopped completely.
coal cannot be mechanicall fed to the boilers.
Until a proper sized replacement motor was
Filters in all
dormitories
were changed
located, procured and installed late Wednesday during the Christmas holiday and semester break;
night, several firemen in the heat plant had worked they had all previously been changed in August,
around the clock, 24 hours daily for three days, in prior to the start of the fall semester. A cause of
order to keep fire in the boilers, even though at a dust in some cases is found in those units which
lower steam pressure, by hand firing with shovels have been used as ash trays and trash receptacles.
from a dump truck into the stoker-hopper located It is not unusual when filters are changed to
some ten feet above floor level.
remove as much as a large paper cup full of
Fires had to be maintained to prevent a campus cigarette utts, ashes, trash, lipstick, chewing gum,
wide freeze-up. These three boilers were candy, etc.
consuming approximately 126 tons of coal daily
If there are rooms that are overheated,
or about 6.2 tons hourly. It is of interest to know solutions differ from dormitory to dormitory. In
that Melson Contractors, Inc., who are building the older dorms (and the ones listed above), heat is
the University Center, came to our aid with their controlled basically by turning the room" radiator
large mobil crane and concrete bucket and lifted either on or off. In those dorms with thermostats,
coal to the top of the coal silo on Wednesday one simply sets the temperature desired. In yet
afternoon, thus affording the firemen their first those rooms without thermostats, shutting off the
relief since Monday night
fan completely will in most cases suffice to
The local Meadow Gold Ice Cream Company prevent overheating; some of these latter units
had earlier provided assistance by furnishing a may also be shut off by valve - though this
motor which turned out to be too small, but did introduces the probability of freezing the unit
operate for several hours.
should the temperature drop below freezing with
The article infers that the "heaters" and filters the hot water shut off.
somehow cause the dust in dormitory rooms. All
I hope that this recitation of facts may be
air has some particulate matter (dust) in it, some useful in clearing up erroneaous impressions and
more than other, depending upon numerous assumptions,
factors such as wind currents, traffic, cleanliness,
E.W. Chapman, Director
method of cleaning, tightness of area against
Division of Buildings and Grounds

About The Heat.
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At The Concert

Symphonic Band Performs 'Sprightly'
BY LEA DAVIS

Eastern's Symphonic Band, at first
glance, looks like a group of rank amateurs.
The 65-student band appears ill at ease on
stage, and seems to be very uncertain of the
audience. Their clothes do not match, and
the audience is confronted by a confusing
welter of dresses. However, once they begin
to play their amateur status is seldom
apparent
The best number of the Winter Concert
presented last Tuesday night was
Maledictions, by Stuart Raleigh. This
ultra-modern piece featured tone clusters,
fanfares, pyramids, and a flute solo by Miss
Judy Reed. The band handled the difficult
composition with skill and polish. The
percussion section was at its peak in the
lent tenebroso section and in the andante
rubato movement, with the flute wrapping
itself around the tight spinal cord of
percussion instruments.
Conductor Robert Hartwell paced the
program fairly well, beginning with the
more traditional Tempo di Marcia, by
Rossini and Donizetti. This march, the first
half of Two Marches for the Sultan Abdul
Medjid, showed a rhythmic weakness in the
trumpet section. The end of the number
found the trumpets slightly ahead of
themselves and off the beat.
Concerto for Band, by Gordon Jacob,
began the evening's slow slide to
disappointment The Symphonic Band
treated this sprightly little march like
typical high school music, hiding the
highlights of the instruments and relying
too heavily on the steady beat of the
march. The trumpet and flute in the
Adagio movement came out nicely, and the
timing in the Allegro con Brio was very
good. However, it didn't save the march.
Toccata Marziale, R. Vaughan William's
pioneer composition in wind band music,
followed close upon the heels of Concerto
for Band. Several members of the audience

were seen suppressing yawns as the band
plodded their way through the three basic
themes of the work. However, the
instruments blended together well, and the
Imitation section was well presented.
Concertino for Percussion and Band
brought the nodding heads back to
attention with a resounding crash of
cymbals. The kettle, snare, and bass drums
were handled very well, but tended to
overwhelm the audience with sheer volume.
The Irish Washerwoman, from the "Irish
Suite" caught the audience up in sheer
rhythm. Leroy Anderson's composition is
lively and, more importantly, it is familiar.
One could see the audience relaxing into
enjoyment at the sound of the familiar
movement.
The band showed no emotion at all. For
all their expressions revealed, they could
have been playing a death march. A little
life in their faces would have made the
piece even more enjoyable.
The concert finished with Jubilation-An
Overture, by Robert Ward. This piece
required the full attention of each
instrumental section, and the musicians
showed no signs of tiring as they swept
their way through to a well-blended finish.
A little fuzz showed at the edge of the
woodwind's tone, but that was the only
visible fault in the composition.

Concert Slated Tuesday
The Eastern Kentucky University
Concert Choir, directed by Thomas A.
Miller, will present its home concert of the
1971 Spring tour next Tuesday, March 2,
at 8 p.m. in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
The March 2 concert is the final
performance of a 500 mile tour, during
which the Concert Choir sang at schools
and churches in Eastern and Southeastern
Kentucky.
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McCord's
presents

Style 319

BK3 on CANVAS
That's the look this Spring . . . canvas! His battle
jacket and button-fly flairs, for example. Her canvas
flairs are topped by a string knit tunic, all from College
Town. Be sure to see our entire Spring collection.

imn §A« mn
YM9S? COMPANY
"Figure On Banking With Us"
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Style 351
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STORE HOURS: 11:00 - 7:00 Mon. - Friday
9:00 -5:30 Saturday
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed
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Style 350
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Feeding The Masses

Hoagland Named
Music Coordinator
BY PAULA GOODIN
Staff Reporter
Dr. Bruce Hoagland,
associate professor of music at
Eastern, has recently been
named coordinator of group
singing for the national
convention of the American
Choral Directors Association
to be held in Kansas City,
Missouri, on March 4-6.
As coordinator, Dr.
Hoagland will be in charge of
selecting music to be
performed at the convention,
coordinating the program with
the others at the convention
who will be directing singing
groups, and organizing the
entire music program for the
convention.
Dr. Hoagland is also the
state chairman of the
Kentucky chapter of the
national" association. As the
state chairman, Dr. Hoagland
coordinates and establishes
the activities of the Kentucky
chapter.
Dr. Hoagland came to
Eastern four years ago after
studying on a tour in Europe.
He is a graduate of Indiana
State University where he
received his bachelor degree.
He received his masters at the
University of Illinois and his
doctorate at the University of
Missouri.
Upon arriving at Eastern,
Dr. Hoagland took over as

director of Eastern's Chamber
Choir and organized the Men's
Glee Club. The Men's Glee
Club is open to any students
who like to sing. While the
Chamber Choir sings the more
classical style of music, the
Men's Glee club sings light
modern music.

Aurora,
Milestone
Continued from page 1
poems: "Churches" by
Rosemary Gray and "When
Empty Rooms Beckon" by
Audrey Morrison. Another
story was awarded the Roy B.
Clark Award for fiction, an
award given annually for the
best story as selected by
members of the English
Department at Eastern.
Six of the ten short stories
to appear in the 1970 Aurora
have been awarded prizes, and
three of the poems have also
been so honored. Copies of
the award-winning edition are
still available and may be
purchased for $1.00.
The Aurora staff is also
offering a bargain to those
who wish to subscribe to the
1971 Aurora. Those who buy
a 1971 Aurora at the regular
price of $1.00 can also buy a
copy of the 1970 Aurora for

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners
Srv^
featuring

mk
mm

'Martinizing'
Watch for our Specials
Mon., Tues., Wed.
MOST in Dry Cleaning

Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows

1311 W. Mail

Food Service 'Dishes It Out'

623-3939

DR. BRUCE HOAGLAND, Director of Eastern's Chamber
Choi and Men's Glee Club, was recently named coordinator
of group singing for the National Convention of American
Choral Directors Association.

Senate Votes To Send
Conference Delegation
should contact the Student
Association office.
Student Assoication
President, James Pratt,
appointed Bill Ramey, Sharon
McGee, Neil Donaldson,
Caroll Wilcox, and Nancy
Gretzinger to .the senate
committee for the evaluation
of faculty members.
Other Senate action sent
letters 1) asking that the bells
be synchronized according to
class schedules and that the
defective ones be fixed; 2) to
The
Eastern
Progress
concerning an error in the
issue of November 3,1970; 3)
to the director of maintenance
asking that the tower of the
Student Union Building be
painted and repaired; 4)
concerning the feasibility of
non-skid surfacing being
applied on the ramps in the
Begley Building; and 5)
concerning the extension of
hours for intramurals from 10
p.m. until midnight on
weekdays and weekends.

A delegation from Eastern
will be sent to the Conference
On An Alternative To
America by the Student
Senate. This action was
prompted by a motion made
at Tuesday night's meeting.
Students wishing to attend

Dinner Trip
Set For April 1
A trip to the Barn Dinner
Theatre has been planned for
Eastern students for
Thursday, April 1. The price
for admission per person will
be $7.00 for the dinner and
drama plus a small charge for
transportation.
All students who are
interested in going should
contact Mary Glass (622-3073
or 623-7362) or Jim
Conkwright (622-3684) by
Friday, March 12. Please
inform them at this time if
you can provide a car.

.
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{UjFOODMAffi
CARRY A MMPaili SUPPLY
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On a typical day while
classes are in session, Eastern's
food service dishes up some
5,000 to 6,000 lunches and an
equal number of dinners.
Larry Martin, Eastern's
director of food services,
estimates that the number is
considerably less for breakfast
since many students just snack
at that time or do not eat at
all and moat faculty and staff
members eat this meal at
home.
How many people actually
eat during one meal session is
difficult to determine because
the tally is reached by the
number of entries on each
cash register and some
ring-ups are persons going
back for refills.
One special service that
also makes pinpointing
numbers for breakfast and
lunch impossible is the fact
that the morning meal
overlaps lunch by a half hour.
"We serve breakfast until 11
a.m.," Martin states, "and
begin serving lunch at 10:30."
That snack which many
students have for breakfast
may be one of the 300 dozen
donuts or other pastry and
breakfast items prepared by
the staff during the night
These are baked in the main
kitchen of the Student Union
Building and catered to the
seven other food service
facilities on campus.

All food served on campus
is handled by the food service
department It maintains four
cafeterias, four grills,
concessions at special events
such as ball games, and serves
special banquets and dinners.
Cafeterias are in the SUB,
Martin Hall, Sidney Clay Hall,
and in Model Laboratory High
School. Grills, with a variety
of soups and sandwiches and
some with plate lunches, are
located in the SUB, Case Hall,
Keene Hall, and in the
women's physical education
building.
It's a big business. To meet
the demands, Martin has 186
full-time employees under his
direction and student help
that has reached as high as
150 at onetime.
One grill serves ten cases of
orange juice a week; two tons
of ground beef is the weekly
order; sugar is ordered by the
train car load; and mashed
potatoes are a requirement for
the noon and evening meals.
"If we don't have mashed
potatoes out, the first person
in JiisHrill ask for them,"
Martin says. "If we offer a
substitute, they will take it
and the potatoes," he laughs.
At the cafeterias a diner
may choose between four
meats, five or six vegetables, a
large variety of desserts, and
several beverages...milk
outselling the others by far.

New Activities
Boost Coed Rec
New Recreational activities
have been, planned for Eastern
women.
During March, Eastern's
women students will have an
opportunity to become
acquainted with the new
spring fashions and several
opportunities to learn more
about cosmetics and their
application.
These activites will begin
Tuesday, March 2, at 8 p.m. in
McGregor Hall's Recreation
Room with a fashion show,
sponsored by iha, lUniversiiy
Shop. Merle Norman
Cosmetics will hold a
I demonstration in Telford
' Hall's Recreation Room on
; Tuesday, March 9 at 8 p.m.
March 23, at 8 p.m. in Case
J Hall's Recreation Room,
i Luzier Cosmetics will present
. their line of products to
• Eastern's women students.
Wednesday, March 24, Merle
Norman Cosmetics will close
the month with a
demonstration at 8 p.m. in
Sullivan Hall's Lobby.
For April, plans are being
made for Hair Style and Wig
Shows, Fashion Shows, a
Bridal Fashion Show, a
camping trip, a trip to
Mammoth Cave National Park
and discussions on marriage
and sex.
/
Mary Glass, program and
recreation director, has
announced that a new group
of student recreational
activities will begin March 1.
: In this listing are activities
' being offered at new times on

different days and in new
locations.
Students are urged to
participate in the following
list of activities:
Monday, March Is
7 p.m. Guitar lessons in
Case Hall Date Room.
Instructor: Ive Standard.
8 p.m. Bridge lessons in
McGregor Hall Date Room.
Irstructcy: Mike Asher.
Tuesday, March 2
7 p.m. Knitting lessons in
Case HU1 Recreation Room.
Instructors: Bobbfe Brock ana
Beverly Brou.gh.ton..
7 p.m. Arrts and Crafts in
Room 2'0 5, Coates
Administration Building.
Instructor: Mrs. Polly
Howard.
8:30
to
10:30
p.m. Informal help session
with social, folk, and square
dancing. Weaver
building-Dance Studio.

If a student is on a diet,
food service will prepare that
young man or woman a meal
especially designed to meet
any diet a physician may have
prescribed. "All they have to
do is take their diet plan to
the manager of the cafeteria
where they will be eating, and
we will accomodate them,"
says Martin.
A single meal costs the
student about 90 cents.
"Thafs a good average,"
estimates Martin. "It can go
higher but a good meal can be
purchased for that"
Martin is proud of the fact
that he and his staff have been
able to keep the cost of eating
on campus at a minimum

Thursday, March 4
8 p.m. Knitting lessons in
McGregor Hall Recreation
Room. Instructors: Carol
Blakeman and Patty Printz.

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

February 25 A 26
Thursday A Friday
TWISTED NERVE (GP)
Psychological Drama
HayfeyaOb,
Hywai
PhyBUCalrert,
Blly WhitaUw
• •••
/
March 1, MONDAY
STORY OF A WOMAN (R)
Robert Stack,
M
Janes Farennno,
Annie Gkadot
• •••
March 3, Wednesday
BEDAZZLED (GP)
Raqad Welch,
Pete Cook,
Dudley Moon

Selected Short Subjects
Al
Tkket Office Opens
7:00 pjn.
Show Starts 7:30 pjn.
Aamknon 75 cents
Children (under 12) SO curt*

•■

Library Rooms
Display History
The two rooms which flank
the inside of the John Crabbe
Library main entrance are
filled with Kentucky lore and
legend. Named in memory of
the late John Wilson
Town send, a Lexington
author and .bibliophile, the
two rooms house over 8,700
books plus numerous letters,
maps, pictures, pamphlets,
and collected books on
Kentucky.
According to the
Townsend Room librarian,
Mrs. Margaret Gardner, many
of these books are first
editions which were used in
reference by Townsend.
Kentucky in American Letters,
authored by Townsend, is still
in excellent condition, she
said. Many of the volumns
have been autographed and
contain a letter from the
author.
Townsend's library was
purchased by Eastern in 1930,
to be used as a special research
collection. All of the books
are by Kentucky authors, are
about Kentucky, or are early
Kentucky imprints. There is
an extensive pamphlet file
with clippings on Kentucky

-MiiiYfiiiii|lVrri'|i--iillri.,
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Bisotti's
Restaurant
Home of
the
Big Brother

i
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subjects and county maps are .
also included in this selection.
"We have some unique .
manuscript material," said
Mrs. Gardner. "We have some
letters and scrapbooks of
Madison County citizens, such
as Cassius Clay and Curtis
Field Burnam. Original
manuscripts by Jesse Stuart
and other Kentucky authors,
including personal letters from
the authors, add to the
uniqueness of the collection."
Mrs. Gardner said that "the ;
quality collection" comprises
books which date from 1785
to the present time by such
authors as Wendell Berry,
Lillie Chaffin, and the late
Thomas Merton.
"Many out-o.f-state
residents use the Townsend
Library to check on Kentucky
information," she said. "In
fact, I answer letters about the
information in these rooms."
"We depend on our alumni
and friends for help. We are
interested in their findings and
items of local history to add
to the collection. Many
out-of-print and rare books ,
have been donated by such
couectors.,,
Artyon*'1 cW'uB^tthy
material in these two -rooms,
but the material cannot be
checked out for use and all
work must be done there. :j ,

RICHMOND DRIVE IN
THEATRE
r

Wednesday, March 3
8 p.m. Knitting lessons in
Walters Hall Recreation
Room. Instructors: Virginia
Kaplan and Gail Dunn
8 p.m. Bridge lessons in
Keith Hall Lobby. Instructor:
Mrs. Rhea Rives.
8:30 p.m. Bridge lessons in
Clay Hall Lobby. Instructors:
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Riggs.

despite soaring prices all
around.
"The prices on most of our
items are the same as when I
came here in 1957," he states.
"We don't make money, we're
just out to balance the books.
We've been able to buy in
larger volumes and pass this
saving along to the students."
Tremendous as Eastern's
food service program is, it's '
still growing. Two dormitory
complexes, each of which will
house a cafeteria, are partially
completed. The Powell
Student Center, scheduled to
be in use fof the fall term of
this year, will include a
1,000-seat cafeteria and an
850-seat grill.

4 MILES SOUTH ON U. S. 25
BEREA ROAD •
. PHONE 623-171 8
Movie Starts 7i30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday .
In Car Heaters
'
PETER FONDA
NANCY SINATRA

The
Wild Angels

tf

ELIZABETH JAMES

I

TOM LAUGHLIN

♦
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Dr. Wielki Researches V-ball
BY BRENDA ROSS
Staff Reporter
Dr. Cseslaw Wielki is
observing Eastern's physical
education classes and
considers them to be better
than those in Europe-^
"American work is more
efficient"
Dr. Wielki, a member of
the International Federation
of Volleyball, is currently
doing research on the rules
that pertain to international
volleyball. He is mainly
concerned with the weight
and size of the ball and the
height of the game net. His
findings and recommendations
will be presented to the
Federation in Munich,
Germany in 1972 during the
Olympic Games.

several
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Casing The Clubs

.

FCA To Meet
The FCA will meet every
Thursday night at 6:30 on the
main floor of the Student
Union Building. This is open
to all interested athletes,
inter-collegiate or intramural.
Newman Center
;i« «jf

you

werc
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being a Christian would they
have enough evidence to
convict you?" This is one of
the questions Father Ronald
Kettler, the Newman
Apostolate Chaplain, is asking
students as he roams the
campus.
Since Kettler* s arrival last
year, the Newman Club has
acquired a center located at
432 Oak Street. Through the
work and effort of the
Catholic students, the house is
hoped to be in full operation
by the last week in March.
The Catholic Newman
Center will sponsor such
activities as religious
« 4 education, social action,
worship, and counseling. The
Newman Apostolate recently
conducted a meeting
sponsored by the Interfaith
Prayer Service.
The Newman Club is
composed of approximately
1,000 students and a number
of faculty members.
Pancake Breakfast
Cub Scout Pack 243 from
White Hall is sponsoring a
pancake breakfast on March 6
from 6:00a.m. to 2:00 p.m. It

will be held in the KU
Building on Water Street.
Tickets for the breakfast may
be purchased from the Cub
Scouts or at the door for
$1.00.
Volleyball

Recreational volleyball for
all men and women students
will begin the week of March
22 on Monday and Thursday
nights at 7:30 p.m. in the
Weaver Building. Teams must
consist of four girls and four
boys. The deadline to sign up
is noon, March 12, in the
Weaver Building.
Recreation for all students

officers at 7:30 p.m. Sunday,
February 28.
Dr. Hill Attends Conference
Dr. Roberta Hill, Chairman
of the home economics
department at Eastern
Kentucky University,
attended the annual
conference of the National
Council of the Administrators
of Home Economics at
Chicago Feb. 17-19. She is a
member of the Council's
Committee on Personnel.

■•'■<■

correspond his recommendations to all the sports world,
and therefore not restricting
his studies to European
players.
Dr. Wielki feels that the
athletic coach of today must
be more than an instigator of
game rules for his players. He
must be, in addition to coach,
a physician and a
psychologist. The mental
training is as equally
important as the physical
instruction.
Important also, is that
volleyball be introduced to
younger children in the
elementary grades. The game
equipment must also be fitted

to the age of the players, with
smaller, correct equipment
being used by the elementary
and middle-school students.
This earlier training, along
with the correct equipment
will help to increase the
motivation of the children in
developing volleyball skills.
To further this idea in
Europe, countries there are
setting up programs in Little
League Volleyball, and have
developed specialized
equipment for the differences
in the youngsters ages.
Nothing like this is being
currently used in the United
States.
Another problem in which

Dr. Wielki is concerned in his
research is in the difference
between international rules
and the rules currently being
used by the American
volleyball teams. He feeb that
it is vastly important for the
teams in America to
reconstruct their rules to
comply with the international
rules.
This discrepancy prevents
women and men from learning
certain techniques needed
during international volleyball
competition. These techniques
are not required in American
volleyball pmes, or are not
allowed in collegiate
competition.

Faculty Senate Approves
Five New Organizations
Five new organizations
have been approved by the
Council on Students Affairs
and officially recognized by
the Faculty Senate.
The Dickey Chapelle
Society is a group aimed at
raising the level of

Black Arts Festival
'Is What's Happening9

Coffeehouse Planned
McGregor Hall House
Council is sponsoring acoffeehpuse. after the Eastern
Tennessee game this Saturday
from 10:00-1:00 a.m.
Admission will be 35 cents
stag or 50 cents drag.
It will be held in the
McGregor Hall Recreation
Room. If you bring a date
please enter the door by the
SUB Grill

Distinct Difference

Another facet of his study
is in developing the levels of
both men's and women's
volleyball. He states that he
feels that there is a distinct
difference in men's and
women's games, and
therefore, there should be a
comparative difference in
their equipment and rules. He
recommends that the weight
of volleyballs be set at 270+20
grams. This would enable the
male players to use a ball with
the weight of 275 grams, and
the women to employ a ball
Resides In Building
with the weight of 265 grams.
Wielki has
traveled
Dr. Wielki is currently
extensively
in
doing
his
affiliated with the Faculty of
research.
He
has
taken
hand
Medicine of the University of
measurements, sent
Lpuvain, a Catholic institution
quest ion air es, and observed
in Brussels, Belgium. He and
his wife and their four games on both continents of
the Western Hemisphere, as
children now reside in the
well as in Japan. He feels that
vicinity of the University,
this
variety in players and
which is one of the oldest in
situations
will enable him to
Europe, having been,
established in 1425 A.D. His
children range from a son who
will soon receive his degree in
political sociology to a
ten-year old daughter. He also
has a son in the priesthood,
and a daughter who is
The Black Student Union
currently in the middle
presents
its second Black Arts
school.
Festival
April
9, 10,11, in the
He was educated at the
Combs
Classroom
Building.
Polish Academy of Physical
Education and served with the
"To some, the mood will
Allied Forces in World War II.
Dr. Wielki moved from his be shocking," said festival
homeland after the war, when committee chairman, Evelyn
his hometown, Kiemierzowce, Cole, "to others, it will be
was incorporated into a casual. But we hope each
portion of Poland that was person will learn to look at
occupied by the Russian the overall scope, and see that
forces at the end of the war. this is what's happening.
"Although there has been
One of the recommendasome
laxation," she said,
tions in which Wielki is
"things
are picking up."
concerned is the problem of
Last
year's festival,
championship athletes who
Making-It-Black,
entertained
have to switch from practice
students
from
the
University
balls, to the heavier, larger
of Kentucky, Western,
i- -ii.
1 :« *■*%
»•«♦ rtlov

Staff Photo by Marianne Re

DR. CZESLAR WIELKI, Brussels, Belgium,) research in
is visiting America and observing physical volleyball.
education classes at Eastern. He is doing

Dr. Wielki states that "good
players often lose matches,
not due to their inability to play the game, but because of
their lack of adaptation to the
changes in the ball size and
net height."

Morehead, and Murray State
Universities, and the
University of Louisville.
This year's theme is
Integrating Colored With
Blackness. The program will
consist of an art exhibit, skits,
a talent show featuring all
black
groups and
organizations on campus, an
Afro dance on the 10th, and a
"gospel-in" on the 1 lth(Easter
Sunday).
The purpose of the festival,
according to Miss Cole, is to
promote black unity and
black pride and to reach a
fuller understanding and
appreciation of the black
community.

professionalism of women in
the field of journalism and
communications.
Presently the society is
going through a petitioning
period of two years before
they are able to officially
become a part of Theta Sigma
Phi, a national journalism
honorary fraternity.
The organization's
temporary name, the Dickey
Chappele Society, is in honor
of a female journalist killed in
Vietnam in 1965.
To be eligible for
membership a woman must be
of high scholastic standing, an
upper classman and a
journalism or communications
major.
Phi Beta Lambda is a newly
formed business organization
which is actually a
continuation of the Future
Businessmen of America. It is
designed for buamess majors
but anyone interested in the
club may join. Students from
freshmen to graduates are
eligible for membership.
Phi Beta Lambda
participates in state and
national competition where
typing and shorthand skills are

tested.
The Civil Liberties
Association was organized to
aid and assist anyone who
brings a legal matter to the
organization by providing
them with necessary
information. The C.L.A. does
not go out and hunt cases people must come to them.
The charter members were
those interested in joining the
club. No background or future
lawyer career is needed.
A new local social
fraternity has been formed
and approved. Kappa Psi
Alpha is the new black
fraternity on campus with the
purpose of creating
brotherhood among blacks.
This "Brotherhood
Fraternity" is thriving
together to move forward.
Presently there are 21
brothers, with 12 new
prospects. They are hoping to
work with housing to get a
floor.
The Geology Club is
an organization for students
interested in geology. To
become an active member of
the club you have to have
Continued on page 9
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7:00-9:00 p.m. Please bring
your tennis shoes, do not wear
them.

50th Year
of Reliable

Summer Jobs Available
Tutor-Counselors are
needed for Upward Bound
Program, June 14-August.
This is a paid position and
applicants must be juniors,
seniors, or graduate students.
They will live in a dormitory
with students and may not
take classes. Applications are
in the Upward Bound Office
in Jones 409.

Drug Service'

1921-1971

X

CELEBRATING OUR 50TH ANNIVERSARY
4 GOOD REASONS
to let us fill your
prescriptions

BEGLEY'S A GOOD PLACE TO SHOP
1. Friendly
J£0g
Service
2. Quality
Merchendise
3. Satisfaction
Guaranteed
4. Low Prices,

Academic Bowl
The TKE*s. are sponsoring
their annual Academic Bowl
next Monday and Tuesday
nights, March 2 and 3 at 7
p.m. in the Grise Room.
ACE Meeting

D

1.SKILL
2.CARE
3.QUALITY
4.L0W COST
Quantity Rights Reserved

There will be a very
important ACE meeting at
seven tonight in the Ferrell
Room. The main order of
business will be the election of
officers for next year.

Prices Good Thru 3/1/71

Ut M fill all your pnuriation ntaisl

While Quantities Last

.^.

50TH ANNIVERSARY 50<f SPECIALS

iK*CLZ£*»

Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Foundation
will hold an election for new

TEST POWER

Cowles
TEST PREPARATION

■
EL

I

WHEN there's so much ■
riding on the results, go
into that exam in complete ■
control. Plan ahead with the
only study guides that ac- ■
curately simulate the test
■
C'll soon face —in both
mat and level of difficulty. No clutter. No frills. ■
Just the tacts you need to
Eass. Confidence gives a ■
ig edge.
■
Insist ON Quality
■
Insist on Cowles

Dsatsj Aititsde Tut
Qfss. assists*
AssMssisn

SCRMI

UwSchaelMaiissisn*
statical Ctlltft
MaissiN"

Bufferin *

Millar AaHafits Tast

36 s 760 Value

8.HE. AatJtsft Ts«t

Pepto Bismol*

HTE CSBNMS Exaa

4 oz.

Rag./Grsd. Nursing
ScfcetlJUMsslea

Wella Care Do*
1 oz.

8V4-X11*» Paper ••$4.95 "$4.45, all others $3.95 each
See these and many others at
your local bookstore

690 Value
$1.00 Value

O Johnson's Baby Lotion*
Medium

COWUS BOOK COMPANY, MC

Vicks Vapo Rub *
Smell

OMitchum Hand Lotion*
6 oz

©Susan Leigh Egg Shampoo*

3K oz.

©u-Tips *

t

Cepacol Mouthwash*

88 s

^

7 oz. 760 Velue

16 oz.

OAqua Net Hair Spray*
99C Velue

12s

790 Value

e& Corn Huskers Lotion*
/ 4 07

790 Value

660 Value

By Cleirol

830 Value

OCoricidin Cold Tablets*

99C Value

69C Value

Pure White Creme Developer*(ft Susan Leigh Creme Rinse*

OSucrets Lozenges*
12 s

(f) Dial Shampoo

™

$1.00 Value

4 oz.

760 Value

ffi Efferdent Denture Cleanser *

W

20 e

^■^ 16 oz.

990 Value

if) Nail Polish Remover 2 for
W Sueen Le*h. 6O0 Velue

A Colgate Dental Cream*

g&Eveready Batteries

***

^■^

Medium

690 Vakie

D' Cell 2 for 500 Value

5QC

4 for
5Q0

,

aval

a^a^a^a^afl

rr
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Colonels Hand Hilltoppers 'All They Want'

gPtlTS

BY JIM HOUSE
Progress Sports Reporter

•Y JACK HOST
rnocmss SMH *.**■»

We'll Remember This One
Monday night's game with Western will indeed be
remembered for a long time, but to those of us, here,
it will be remembered as one of the biggest near
misses of all time. Eastern displayed some of the
greatest desire and hustle that his writer has seen in
many years. The Colonels whipped the 'mighty'
Hilltoppers in almost every category...all but the final
score.
It was a game highlighted
by great clutch play on both
teams, a very emotional
crowd, an emotional bench,
and a couple of very erratic
officials. It was a game that
saw a coach ejected from the
game and a near brawl on the
court.
It will not soon be
forgotten.
The officiating left much
to be desired. GeorgefRed)
Strauthers , and Carrol Cosby
tried to make everyone aware
that they were running the

Coach Guy Strong and his
Eastern Colonels were ready.
Their readiness could be felt
just watching the team
warmup.
It was just too bad that
the 23-minute version of the
song "Get Ready" which was
played during Monday night's
warm-up drills, could not be
heard on the Alumni Coliseum
public address system.
After a surprisingly tough
65-60 win over Middle
Tennessee Saturday night,
Eastern gave nationally 8th
ranked and league-leading
Western Kentucky all they
wanted—and more-before
bowing out in overtime,
94-93.
It was a game marked by
technical fouls (three on
Strong and one on the
audience for throwing debris
on the floor), some great
pressure shooting, and much
pushing and shoving (to put it

mildly) both on and off the
court. It took such a game to
prove to the Eastern fans (if
they can be called that) that
they do. indeed have a
basketball team here.
Keep Game Under Control
Aside from the usual
fantastic play of Western's
Ail-American Jim McDaniels,
the Coloneb kept the game
under control and led by as
many as seven points, 73-66,
midway through the second
period after watching a
12-point first-half margin
diminish into a one-point
deficit at intermission.
Strong was ejected from
the game by referee George
Strauthers after his third
technical foul hadbeenassessed
with 1:47 to go in the first
half. He did, however, go with
his team to the locker room
and continued to send
instructions to assistants Tom
Harper and Jack Hissom
during the hectic second

stanza.
With 15 seconds to play in
regulation time, McDaniels,
who finished with 41 points,
missed the second shot of a
one-and-one situation, leaving
the score tied at 83-83.
George Bryant, who wound
up with 30 points for the
night, grabbed the ball and
hurried downcourt, only to
barely miss a 20-foot jumper
.at the buzzer....
Came Out Reedy
The Colonels came out
ready once more and jumped
in front by three as the
overtime period began.
Western, behind the hot
shooting of McDaniels,
continued to come from
behind and found themselves
with the lead on the big
seven-footer's two free
throws.
McDaniels fouled out of
the contest with 3:03
remaining and it looked as if
the Colonel's dreams were
about to come true.
Wade Upchurch, showing
remarkable poise and shooting
ability, regained the lead for
Eastern by firing in two
straight 20-foot jumpers, the
second coming after a steal by
Dan Argabright, who, along
with big brother, Tim, battled
the boards constantly.
With only 15 seconds to go
in the extra period and the
Colonels trying to protect a
slim 93-92 lead, Upchurch
spotted Daryl Dunagan all
alone under the basket
Pass Too High

Johnson raced downcourt
with the ball and tossed in a
25-foot jump shot with six
seconds to go. Eastern quickly
called time out and mapped
out the final play.
The clock showed 0:05 as
Upchurch passed in-bounds to
Bryant who was swarmed by a
sea of red jerseys. Bryant fired
it back to Upchurch, who hit
Dan Argabright in the corner.
Argabrighfa 15-footer just
missed and it was over.

Western players, no doubt
feeling lucky to escape with
their lives, celebrated wildly.
Eastern players froze for a few
seconds in disbelief, then
slowly headed for the dressing
room.
Western Coach Johnny
Oldham was right in thinking
that this game Would not be
forgotten. Oldham will not
likely forget that his
highly-favored 'Toppers'
barely escaped with a win, but

thafs not why it will be!
remembered here.
It will probably be'
remembered that Strong
placed eleven men on the
floor who played their hearts
out.
Carl Greenfield, Daryl
Dunagan, and the Argabright
boys, faced with the
unenviable tasks of fighting
with McDaniels, Jerry Dunn,
and . Clarence Glover/
Conttnuad on p«C« 7

when technicals were assessed
him. Perhaps he should not
have taken any chances after
the first T was called, but
who is to say.
We are not saying Strong
was right, but he was
provoked by the officials. And
being provoked by Strauthers
is a frequent occurence. The
Crew-cut: red head had been
pretty successful in recent
years in this area. Probably
some of you heard or read
about the run in that he and
Spencer Haywood had while
Haywood was still playing
college ball at Detroit.
Haywood didn't settle for
just a few words with
Strauthers. Instead
simply
flattened him and received a
suspension for doing it.
It seems that every time
Strauthers calls a game
something occurs. Perhaps this
He tossed the ball over the
means something, or maybe it
outstretched arms of two
doesn't. You can draw your
Western defenders and it
own conclusions.
looked like Eastern had it in
The Eastern-Western game
the bag. The pass, however,
has always been the most
was too high, hitting the rim
of the basket, and the ball
important in the Ohio Valley
'BIG MAC POSES A TALL obstacle for
McDaniels on this play. McDaniels fouled
bounced
almost to the center
Conference, and usually the
Eastern's
Billy
Burton
(52)
as
he
puts
a
hand
out of the game in the overtime after scoring
circle
where
Western's
Danny
game has a bearing on the
up to block a shot. Burton was successful in
a game high of 41 points.
Johnson
picked
it
up
and
OVC winner just as it did this
drawing a foul against Western's Jim
became the instant hero.
past Monday. It's just too bad
that two guys in a striped shirt
can't let players be the center
of attention instead of
themselves.
Selection of officials for
this game in the future should
be considred very carefully
before assignments are made.
Monday as Western squeezed standings for the third spot, troublsome, as proved in
BYJIMKURK
Staff Photo by Thomas D-RMMell
Perhaps with more thinking
out a one point overtime each having virtually even Murray's narrow escape with a
MclfRf orlA last secdmf shot. records all season. The pesky ttfree, pqi pt victory last
on commissioner Art Guepe's
EASTERN GUARD GEORCfc BRYANT soars through the
With their championship Bucs, now 12-10'overall, dealt Monday.
air as Western's Jimmy Rose (11) slips to the floor during the
part this sort of accident will
Eastern's steadily rising
The .Eagles1. own a 7-15
aspirations now shattered, the the Colonels a costly 70-64
second half of Monday night's emotionally packed game.
hopes for a conference title
never have to occur again. It's
Colonels will turn then- defeat at Johnson City on overall mark with a 4-8 record
Western won the game in the last six minutes of overtime,
this year were snatched away
ridiculous for a total of 56
in conference play.
attention toward finishing in January 16.
f
94-93.
in the waning seconds last
personal fouls to be called in
Tech is paced by their
East Tennessee is probably
the runner-up spot
any game. If such a thing does
Three teams are currently the best balanced team in the outstanding sophomore guard
happen again you should look
engaged in the battle for conference. They lack a big duo, Wayne Pack and Al
for one of two things. Either
second, and. two of them will scoring star, but they have Lewis. Both are devastatinly
the teams are unorganized and
clash here Saturday night at 8 eight or nine good consistent quick, and both rank among
do not know much about
as the Colonels host the East players, any of whom are the OVCs top scorers. Pack
Tennessee
Bucs in this year's capable of a productive night. has been exceptionally tough
playing, or the officiating has
For example, in their last of late, bagging 28 points in
home
final
permitted the game to get out
»
game, an 18 point win over the Murray game.
The
Bucs,
by
pulling
an
of hand. Usually it is the
In addition to the will travel to Ypsilanti, Mich., upset win over Murray last Austin Peay, the Bucs leading
An 11-game football
latter.
schedule for the 1971 season seven-game Ohio Valley for a rematch with Eastern week while Eastern lost to scorer had only 12 points, but
Let's hope Mr. Strauthers has been announced by Conference schedule, Eastern Michigan.
Western, edged ahead of the they placed five men in
and his cohort never step on
Eastern Athletic Director
MMNM Colonels into third place in double figures.
the Coliseum floor again in
Glenn Presnell. Eastern opens
Junior forward John Rice,
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
the standings by a scant Vi
their striped shirts. Maybe
from
Brooksvilk, Ky., has
Sept. 11 with Southeastern
1971 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
game. East Tennessee has a
they don't want to ever call
Louisiana at Hanger Field in
league slate of 8-4, the been the Bucs' most
The EKU Women's
here again for one reason or the first meeting between the
DATE OPPONENT
SITE
Colonels 7-4, and Murray, a consistent performer and
Gymnasts'
team defeated the
Sept 11 Southeastern Louisiana
Richmond, Ky.
full game ahead in second leading scorer. Chief support
another....they might even two schools. The Colonels will
University
of
Louisville team
also be facing for the first
for Rice has been a game to
Sept 18 Northern Iowa (Shrine Bowl)
Ashland, Ky.
place, 9-3.
promise not to come back.
51.35-42-70
in
their first meet
time Appalachian State at
game thing, and in the first
Sept 25 ♦East Tennessee
Johnson City,
We're sure they won't be
Richmond and Northern Iowa
meeting between the two of the season.
Oct2 •Austin Peay (Band Day)
Richmond, Ky.
Murray Meets Western
missed.
in the Shrine Bowl at Ashland.
teams Phil Wilhford, a senior
Oct. 9 ♦Middle Tennessee
Murfreesboro,
The two teams were judged
;.............,. . .
Emfl
forward, had a great night, in four areas: floor exercise,
Eastern
Michigan
However,
the
Racers
face
Oct. 16
Ypsilanti, Mich.
the task of meeting the pumping in 30 points.
Oct. 23 ♦Western Kentucky (Homecoming) Richmond, Ky.
balance beam, uneven parallel
league-leading Hilltoppers,
Oct. 30 ♦Murray State
Murray, Ky.
bars and vaulting. Leading
EKU Finishes on Road
now 11-1 in conference play,
Nov. 6 ♦Tennessee Tech (Cheerleader Day) Richmond, Ky.
scorers were: Floor exercise:,
at Bowling Green on Saturday
Nov. 13 Appalachian State (ROTC Day)
Richmond, Ky.
1st Becky Tate, 2nd Patty
Eastern finishes the season
night. If Murray wins, they
Nov. 20 •Morehead State
Morehead, Ky.
will still have a shot at tying with two road games, the first Murrell, BaUance Beam: 1st
•OVC Game
of which will be Monday night Patty Murrell, 2nd Elaine
rMiv.ivv.v.mvL
Western for the crown.
Smith, Unveven Parallel Bars:
Saturday's Bucs-Colonels at Cookeville against
encounter should prove to be Tennessee Tech's Golden 2nd Patty Murrell, 4th Sue
another tight, down to the Eagles. Tech dropped out of Ellen Feldkamp, Vaulting: 1st
wire contest, as the two teams the title picture long ago, but Patty Murrell, 2nd Barb
have engaged in a constant their inexperienced team has
Decker.
'
see-saw battle in the league not matured enough to be.

Eastern Meets East Tennessee
In Season's Home Finale

GEORGE STRAUTHERS
show and they were
successful, but while they
were trying to establish their
supremacy, the two referees,
particularly Strauthers, forgot
their main purpose was-to
officiate.
While many people thought
Coach Guy Strong's antics
were not the most desireable,
take a look back at some of
the calls that Strauthers and
associate made (or did not
make) then you can see why
Coach Strong really lost his
'cool' on the three occasions
DC

1971 Football Schedule
Has Three New Teams

GirL Gymnasts
Drop U of L

Raindrop* Won't Full On Your Head
'IF YOU'RE OUR

"CUSTOMER
OF

STEJLg EOtTSB
Daily Specials
ALL YOU NEED IS A
REGISTER RECEIPT
"LOTTS—AND—LUCK"
TO RE ELIGIBLE

E

IN RICHMOND

EASTERN
BY-PASS

Open 24 Hours Daily

Dining Room
Opan from

i It HJ.il t.)

DAILY HI/V7VER GETS
A
PRIZE PACKAGE

FREE!
UE

MONDAY-Chicken, all you can eat.......$1.29
TUESDAY-8 oz. Sirloin Strip Steak 41.79
WEDNESDAY-Fish, all you can eat 41.19,
THURSDAY-Spaghetti, all you can eat..$.99

.,. ... .,. . . .1. ...[. . .,. .. ... . . ...

r.

Gil. Fit.

9:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. Monday-Saturday

Carry-out

Cirk
Fist sirvici

NEXT X9
UNIVERSITY INN

Low Prices

Brukfast Sirviri Aiytiie

i\

MSKSKII

WATCH

290 SOUTH SECOND ST.
««

ON THE BYPASS
IN
trCHMOND,
KY.
ifinmAaiLSUUfc-.i

WEEKLY
SPECIAL

We've got a Steak
in your Future

»>

.THIS WEEK'S C0DPOH SPECIAL IS "]

French Toast* Bacon
or Sausage and Juice
C

IT'S
WCKTI
WATCRIIfi
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Combs Reaches Century Mark

Eels Streak By ISU
Eastern's electrifying Eels
shocked the Indiana State
University mermen 64-49
Friday afternoon at Donald
Combs Natatorium. Although
trailing most of the meet,
EKU made a late surge to
claim victory number 15 for
the season and number 100
for Coach Donald Combs.
Eastern's only blimish for the
year came at Alabama 63-50
in early December.
"What a way to finish the
dual meet schedule," shouted
a jubilant Combs, "and the
best part of it is the kids I got
to work with that have
worked so hard can get the
credit."
ISU Head Swimming Coach
Duane Barrows commented,
"We made old Don work for
that 100th. We swam the best

dual meet that any team I've has only been beaten 3 times
coached in my 5 years at ISU. in the last 29 meets and
Eastern took advantage of Sandford is a tough second
every weakness we had but I man. Coach Dan Litchy has
am not disappointed with my done a real fine job with
boys when they swim like them."
Speedy frosh Rick Murphy
they did today."
again lowered his EKU pool
and team record in the 1000
Eds Lose First Relay
yd. free from 10:23;9 to
The Eels lost the first relay 10:18.0. He also collected a
and fell behind 24-19 after the first in the 200 fly and a 3rd
200 IM and again 45-43 after in the 500 free.
the 500 free before divers
Miles Leads Scoring
Scott Gilbert and Bob Sanford
tightened the noose on the
Another freshman, Kevin
Sycamores with 1-2 finish on
Miles,
was the Eels leading
the 3-meter board. They also
scorer
with
11% points. Miles
finished 1-3 on the 1-meter to
stroked
to
first
in the 200 free
contribute 14 meet points to
(1:48.2)
and
the
100 free
the total.
(:49.2)
and
lead
off
the 400
"Our divers have been a
free
relay
with
a
:48.8.
real strong point for us all
Two other freshmen Wilson
year," said Combs. "Gallant
Meyers and Bill Stapleton,
swimming behind Murphy and
Miles, grabbed second place
finishes in the 500, 1000, and
100 free.
EKlTs Pete Reed added a
first in the SO, Ron Holihan

Frosh Nip Transy
By 3 In Close One
The Eastern freshmen team
battled a strong Transylvania
JV squad throughout the first
half and held off a late
comeback rally for a 79-76
Win in Alumni Coliseum
Monday night
Transy, a team that almost
handed Morehead's frosh its'
only loss this year, stayed
within striking distance the
entire first half behind the
play of former Lexington high
school stars Ted Thompson
and Craig Reynolds.
Thompson was Transy's
equilizer for Eastern's
standout guard-forward
Robert Brooks.
The chunky 6-1 guard was
right on target with jump
shots from 15-20 feet out
Brooks on the other end of
the court doing his usual
mid-air acrobatics as he
twisted and hung while
shooting.
Brooks took the game
scoring honors, as the 6-5
hometown product topped his
season average with appoint'
explosion. Thompson,
connecting on 12 of 22 field
goals, was right behind with
30. He converted 6 of 7
charityjpsses.__
Brooks went to the free

throw stripe a total of 18
times and dropped in 11
which was well below his 70
phis average.
Reynolds, who stands 6-7,
hit three early baskets as he
got Transy's offense
underway. He fouled out early
in the second half after
scoring 11 points.
Brooks also did an
outstanding defensive job on
Transylvania's Rodney Dunn
who had scored over 30 points
in his last outing but was held
to only four by Brooks.
Transylvania topped the
baby Colonels in every
statistical -department. They
outrebounded Eastern 34-33,
hit on three more field goals,
28-25, and had shooting
percentages from the field and
free throw stripe with
43.1-37.3 and free throw
stripe with 43.1-37.3 and
75.0-67.4 respectively.
Eastern won the game on
the free throw line where they
hit on 29 ofA% id Transy's 2 f
of 28.
Bobby Newell, Rich
Stansel, and Bill Bacon scored
in double figures for Eastern
as the trio hit for 15, 12 and
10 points respectively. .

Women Basketballers
Pv !
Excel In Tournament
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The EKU Women's
Inter-collegiate basketball
team just came back from the
second annual Marshall
University Invitational
Tournament in Huntington,
West Virginia and has defeated
the University of Dayton and
Campbellsville College.
The team attended the
tournament on the weekend
of February 13 in Huntington.
At the tournament they
played Morris Harvey College,
Fairmont College and
Concord College before falling
to Marshall University in the
finals with a score of 65-58.

Marshall team scoring 22 shots
and 22 rebounds. Ruby
Thalman of Eastern was
selected for the
all-tournament team.
The EKU team who
previously lost to Marshall
University, the University of
Louisville and the University
of Kentucky has bounced
back to defeat the University
of Dayton 49-42 last Monday
nigh, and Campbellsville
College 37-17 last Thursday.
The team ventures on to meet
their next opponents this
Thursday and Saturday.
Thursday at 6:30 the team
The leading scorers for plays the University of
Eastern in the final game Cincdnatti and Saturday at
were: Hokey . Hensley and 11:00 they play Mt. St Joe
Barbara Buck, each scoring 13 College. Both games are in the
points, with Conlee adding 12. Weaver Gym and all students
Beverly Duckwykr was the are urged to come and support
outstanding player for the the team.

Western Drops Eastern

barely slipped by in the 200
Breast and the 400 free relay
of Miles, Reed, Stapleton, and
Link Dorroh were the other
first place winners.
Eastern's next competition
comes today and tomorrow at
the University of Louisville as
they defend their Ky.
Intercollegiate Swimming
Championship title. The Eels
have won this banner 8
consecutive years and 9 of 12
times since its inception in
1959.
"We should be able to win
this thing again, if our boys
will continue to swim the way
they have the past 5 meets.
We might even get some great
time drops when the "shave
down" for their final swim
this year," commented
Combs. "Depth is a big factor
in a championship meet since
you can enter 4 men in each
event. I know one thing, it
gets harder to win every year
with the other teams getting a
lot stronger."
frosh

EASTERN SWIMMING COACH Don Combs seems to sense
victory as he signals to an Eel swimmer that he has six laps
remaining. Combs' team downed Indian State 64-49 for
victory and tomorrow to retain its' Kentucky Intercollegiate

ALLAGE

Swimming and Diving Championship for the ninth consecutive
time. The 100th victory was number 15 of the season for
Eastern.

TORE

OOK
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290 South Second St.

"Books Are Man's Best Friend"
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THESE ARE JUST A TEW OP OUR SELECTIONS IN LIMITED QUANTITIES
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1761. THE BOOK OF THE HORSE. Over 200
pictures, 35 in Full Color. Sumptuous volume giv*
browsing pleasure phis informative chapters on
evolution of horse, pony craft, heroic horses, horses in
mythology, care and management of horses and
ponies, stories of four of the greatest racehorses, the
world has known, etc. $7.95 Value.
Only $2.98
3102. MARY THOMAS'S DICTIONARY OF
EMBROIDERY-STITCHES. Illus. with 305 diagrams
showing how each stitch is worked, in alphabetical
order, an index of uses for each stitch plus s number
of photos. A classical guide reissued in response to
popular demand.
Orig. Pub. at $3.50
New, compete ed. Only $ 1.98
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433. THE GREAT IRON TRAIL: The story of
the First Transcontinental Railroad. By R.W.
Howard. With 23 photos. Blood, sweat and dollars
built die first modern American railroad, 2000 miles
from Omaha to Sacramento, and those who peopled
the project were a motley assemblage of explorers,
inventors, iron men, laborers, and financiers.
Orig. Pub. at $6.50. New, complete ed. Only $2.98
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434. THEY FOUGHT FOR THE UNION. By F.A.
Lord. Definitive text on the details of Union Army,
Navy A Marine life during Civil War times. Details on
the uniform, ordnance, flags, insignia, training,
combat and morale, camp, hospital and prison life.
8K x UK. Orig. Pub. at $12.50.
New, complete ed. Only $5.95
K13Q. DOWN ON THE FARM: A Picture History of
Country Life in America in the Good Old Days. By
Stewart Holbrook. Hundrds of photos in this big
album of nostalgic scenes of the horse and buggy
days, the farm families at work and at play,
equipment, flan, meetings, schoolhouaes, etc. 8x11.
Orig, Pub. at $5.00
Now, complete ed. Only $2.98
3093. THE BONANZA TRAIL: Ghost Towns and
Muring Camps of the West. By M.S. WoUe. 108 illus.
A 14 Maps. The story of the men who sought gold
from California to the eastern rim of the Rocky
Mountain*. 7% x 10%.
Orig. Pub. at $10.00 New, complete ed. Only $3.95

663. Old Time Patent Medicines: ONE FOR A
MAN, TWO FOR A HORSE: A Pictorial History,
Grave snd Comic, of Patent Medicines. By Gerald
Carson. Hundreds of rare, old pictures, photos,
posters, almanacs and ads recalling the fads, follies
snd foibles of self-doctoring in grandpa's day. 9 x
12%. Orig. Pub. at $6.50.

„,..,.i)i.A i--.•■-.;>
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Only $3.95

K65. WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY
OF THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE. Modern desk
edition of one of America's best-selling dictionaries.
Over 400 Illus. 70,000 entries. FuD Color Maps, Word
Origins, etc. 9% x 616, weighs over 2 lbs. 576 pages,
now a fraction of its original price.
Only $1.98
K86.

MAGIC IN HERBS. By L. de Sounin. With IS

Photos. A combination herb cook book and
gardening guide with step-by-step instruction for the
culture snd uses of herbs.
Orig. Pub. st $3.95
Only $ 1.69

THE ISSUSTRATIONS OF FREDERIC
REMINGTON] Commentary by Owen Wister,
Concise biography and an account of Remington's
work and career by Marta Jackson. 100 of the best of
Remington's/drawings and illustrations fo;magazines
and books. 8ttx.11. 256 pages.
Only $3.95

Continued from pige 6

for much of the contest with
consistently battled the taller four personals.
visitors as the Colonels
outrebounded their opponents
Along with the loss of
Burton, Greenfield's absence
59-52.
Bryant, Upchurch, Billy was sorely felt when he had to
Burton, and Charles Elza all leave the game with five
did magnificent jobs in personals. Greenfield, who
controlling the ball and seems to thrive on
constatnly hawking the punishment, had one of his
Hilltopper guards. Burton greatas efforts, scoring 17
scored 14 points, eight of points and pulling down 14
them coming on free throws,
rebounds.
as he sqirmed his way into the
Tun Argabright, who, like
lane and forced the big men to Greenfield and Elza, plays his
°Bryant, who re-injured his final home game Saturday
ankle Saturday night, was the night figured prominently in
picture of determination, the battle of the boards. He
playing Us usual game under grabbed 11 rebounds to go
constant pressure and - with his nine points.
In all, it was a tremendous
wondering at which moment
his ankle would give out team effort which merely
ended prematurely for the
completely.
Colonels. It is generally
"Who said we couldn't win
accepted that tite old cry
without the big man?,"
"Wait 'til next year!" carries
shouted Oldham in his team's
very
little weight unless you
locker room, forgetting, at
really plan to do something to
least for the moment, that
back it up.
Eastern had lost three of its
Somehow that cry never
starters via the foul route and
seemed
more appropriate.
had another on the sidelines

Staff Phofoi by Marianne ROM and Thomas D. Ridtun
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3105. MARY THOMAS'S EMBROIDERY BOOK.
With 350 Illus. How to combine scores of stitches
into patterns and designs in many chapters including:
Samplers, Patchwork, Petit Point, Tapestry,
Applique, Quilting A Smocking. New, complete
edition re-issued by popular demand.
Now, Only $1.98
New Revised Third Edition
K165. COMPLETE ANTIQUES PRICE LIST. By
Ralph M. ft Terry H. Kovel. New Revised edition.
325 illus., 25 in Full Color. Lists the current value of
more than 40,000 American antiques! Packed with
confidential dealer information (1st time released to
public) it includes prices of glass, china, furniture,
bottles, toys, metal, pewterware, hundreds of other
groups. 640 Pages. Softbound.
Only $5.95
6713. THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHEESE. By
Bob Brown. Introd. by Clifton Fadiman. The' origin
and histories of the 18 basic cheeses and their
thousand variations with recipes for 65 "rabbits," 20
fondues phis pizzas, blintzes, pastas and cheese cske;
uses in salads, soups and sandwiches with s whole
chapter on the wines of the world and the cheeses
that bring out their flavor. Orig. Pub. at $4.95.
Only $1.98
8715. SOUTHERN ANTIQUES. By P.H. Burroughs.
118 photos ft 15 drawings. An account of the
furniture msde in the 5 colonies: Maryland, Virginia,
North ft South Carolina and Georgia-the makers,
woods, styles with superb illustrations of desks,
chests, chairs, beds, sideboards, tables, etc. Long
Out-of-print snd rare. 8Vi X 11.
Orig. Pub. at $5.00
Only $2.98
9247. THE WORLD OF CATS. By John
Montgomery. 225 superb photos of cats snd kittens,
44 in brilliant color. All breeds of cats are presented
in wonderful text, anecdotes and delightful pictures
for all who admire feline beauty and are fascinated by
their mystery. With advice on how to raise a heslthy
cat. 8% x 1 !'/«.$9.95 value.
Only $3.95

K36. GREAT ACTING. Ed. by Hal Burton. 266
Photos of outstanding performances by L. Olivier,
Sybil Thorndke, P. Ashcroft, M. Redgrave, Edith
Evans, J. Gielgud ft Noel Coward with their own
comments qn their major roles and on how they
learned their craft. Wx x 11%.
Orig. Pub. at $ 10.00 New, complete ed. Only $3.95
2017. THE FIX-IT BOOK. By A. Symons. Profusely
illus. with drawings and clear instructions for
electrical, plumbing, and heating repairs, car care,
gardening, painting and other house maintenance.
Pub. at $2.50
Only $1.00
The boot, d

THE HORSE
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569. THE WORLD OF DOGS. By W. Boorer. 250
gorgeous candid photos of dogs snd puppies, 37 in
sparkling, Full Color. Comprehensive presentation of
all breeds. Wonderful combination of text, anecdotes,
and beautiful pictures. One of the finest dog books
ever produced. 8)4 x 11%.
Pub. at $9.95
Only $3.9$
3130 "The Best Book Ever Written About Cats":
THE TIGER IN THE HOUSE. Fascinating book
explores the history, manners and habits of the cat,
delving into folklore, the occult, paintings, religion,
music, etc 32 Full Page Photos, Paintings, Drawings.
Pub. at $10.00
Only $3.9$
6085. RAILS WEST: A CoBectors Album of a
Vanishing Era in Railroadiana. By Geo. B. Abdill.
With 344 Photos. A roundhouse full of dramatic
photos, tales and legends of trains, terminals, tank
towns and engines in the rip-roaring Western push
Orig.Tub. at $ 12.50 New, complete ed. Only $3.95

•
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Billy Burton Shouts:

EKU Wrestlers Drop
Last Match Of Year

'Wait Till Next Year'
BY DOUG VANCE
Progress Sports Reporter

Billy Burton has a dream.
It's not to be a great player or
to make it in professional
basketball like a lot of guys
playing college ball strive for.
The thing that he wants to see
before he leaves EKU is a
crowd for every home game
like the one at the Western
game.
"If we had a crowd like
that for every home game, I
guarantee you we would never
:
lose at home." Burton noted
with a stern voice.
•'• Burton states that the
'dream is now a goal It was
changed when a guy named
"Danny Johnson pitched in a
desperate 20-foot shot in the
■last seven seconds of the game
with Western. For now,
"Burton can only coin that
--much used phrase, "wait till
'next year," a sentence that is
'much easier said than done.
Bryant Gets Headlines
Burton is the other guard
"■opposite George Bryant. Many
'coaches rate them the best
guard combination in the
conferences. While Bryant
gets the headlines popping in
25-foot jump shots, Burton
Settles for the roll as passer
and defensive specialist.
He can be compared to an
Offensive lineman in football.
He makes a lot of things

W
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happen but receives little - knew I had to develop one,
credit when they hand out Burton explained.
"I worked real hard on it,
the. medals in the morning
plus
Coach Strong helped me
papers. The scene is not an
quite
a bit. It's still not good
unfamiliar one for Burton, he
enough,
that's why I have to
has been playing it ever since
hustle
on
other aspects of the
high school.
game
if
I
want
to play."
"In high school I played
Burton
learned
the value of
opposite Larry Carter (now a
hustle
from
his
high
school
starter for Louisville) and he
coach
at
Pleasure
Ridge
Park,
was a good outside shot like
Larry
Schaffer.
Bryant. I got all my points
"He told me ability doesn't
from stealing the ball and
count
if you don't give 110
making layups." Burton
percent
hustle. This it
added, "But you can't do that
something
that has carried
in this league, you go for the
over
with
me
in college."
basket and you are liable to
The always-moving Burton
get the ball put back down in
your mouth."
is very eager to talk about the
Colonels recent game with
Close to Home
Westernu
"I want to talk to everyone
following graduation,
Burton came to Eastern, due about the game. We won it in
to the fact, "It was close to my mind. The refs were
home and I knew George letting Western get.away with
(Bryant) and he said he was an awful lot out there. They
going to sign. I also wanted to were climbing our backs and
fouling all the time."
play for Coach Strong."
After participating in two
"Coach Strong was right in
all-star games in which he standing up for us. The way
received awards as being the those guys were cheating us
second most valuable player, out there something had to be
Burton opened up his done and Coach was the only
one that could do it."
freshman career at EKU.
Burton's voice got deeper
Playing opposite a shooter
like George Bryant can make as he added, "When they
anybody's shot look bad, but tossed him out of the game I
think that made the team
for Burton it was worse.
mad, we were fired up by that
"I didn't have an outside crowd but that really fired us
shot in high school And when up."
I started playing college ball I
The fire was there. It was
in Burton's eyes as well as the
rest of the team. With 5:38
remaining in the game Burton
committed his fifth foul which
put him out of the game. As
he sat helplessly on the bench,
he cursed, stomped the
ground, jumped up, screamed
and put forth as much* energy
as if he had been playing. The
game ended and EKU lost. It
took a lot out of Burton and
the team.
"We lost a lot of
momentum out there.
Everyone is afraid that
because we lost, nobody will
be at the game Saturday."
One thing is for sure, Billy
Burton will be there,
generating that 110 percent
energy he always has.

Eastern's wrestling team
suffered it's second loss to the
University'of Chattanooga by
a score of 18-16. Temporary
coach Skip Daughter said this
was a "tremendous effort on
the part of the team." The
first loss to Chattanooga was
by a score of 30-3.

■

Chattanooga jumped out to
an early lead with Lynn Goss,
Ressy Gaddis, and Randy
Faires winning by a .decision
over Dick Lowenstine, Bill
From an, and Dan Nettles
respectively. Marvin Aktott
put Eastern on the score
board with a pin over Al
Miller in 3:55 for five team
points for Eastern.
Jim Glasser bounced back
to give Chattanooga three
more points by a 14-4
i over co-captain Butch

mate of scoring leaser George Bryant and th J
two make up one of the finest backcourt
combinations in the conference according to
several experts.

ONE OF THE GUYS THAT DOESN'T
get many of the headlines but is one of the
more important guys on the Eastern team is
junior guard Billy Burton a. 6-3 product of
Pleasure Ridge Park. Burton is the running

Scaringi Qualifies For NCAA;
Several Records Are Broken
Gerry Scaringi, an Eastern
senior from New York, N.Y.,
qualified for the NCAA
Indoor Track Championships
with his time of 6.2 in the
60-yard dash in a meet at

Ohio State last weekend.
Teams entered in the meet
were the Ohio State "B"
Team, Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio
Wesleyan, Cuyahogan
Community College and

Eastern.
By mutual agreement of
the coaches, team scores were
not recorded. This enabled
each team to enter any
number of individuals in each
race and gave some of the
less-experienced runners •
chance to compete.
*

,

Scaringi won his
prelininary beat in the 60-yard
dash, but due to a poor start
finished second in the finals.
Eastern showed a lot of depth
in the dashes by qualifying
two more runners for the
60-yard dash. Arthur Howard
and Ron White, both seniors
from Paris, had times of 6.3
and 6.4 respectively.
" t* \: CJAn I e » n* m tinni
Lewis, Bertrand Win

"Home Cooked Food' j
I
N. 2nd St.

...

Jeans sale.
Only the
styles
are fancy.
Not the prices.

Mitchell. Earl Jones cut into
UC's lead with a pin over
Steve Hishlawer in 5:68 to up
Eastern's total to 10.
Chris Reeder put Eastern
ahead for the first time with a
8-1 decision over Don Daily.
Doug Johnston padded
Eastern's one point margin
with a 6-2 decision over Mike
Parker. Fred McKeongh cut
into Eastern's lead with a 3-2
decision over Joe Neff.
Heavyweight division's
Tezevan Whetley for
Chattanooga put his team
ahead with a 7-1 decision over
Randy Randolph. The final
score was 18-16.
This was the last meet of
the season. This week-end
several members of the squad
will go to Louisville to wrestle
in the AAU meet at Flaget
High School.

Mervyn Lewis and Keith
Bertrand, both juniors from
Trinidad, turned out-standing
performances at Columbus.

STEREO TAPES I
<6" Values
$
for only 5
We will order any tape
JOT yOU

AN EASTERN GRAPPER MARVIN ALSTOTT drives an
opponent to the mat during last Saturday's match with
Chattanooga. Eastern lost the match 18-16, the second time
that Chattanooga has beaten them this season. The score was a
big improvement over the last meeting between the two.
Eastern lost the first one 30-3.

Men's GyiiiJiasties
Team Is Defeated

The Eastern gymnastics U.C. by a very close .35 of a
team was defeated a second point. England took four first
time this year by the places for the day in the floor
Lewis won the 440 with a University of Kentucky. The exercise, side horse, vaulting,
time of 50.1 and the 880 in final score of the meet was and parallel bar events.
Kim Charleston, the final
1:45.9 while Bertrand won 84.3 to 79.2. First places were
the 300-yard dash in 31.6 split between two individuals competitor in the meet, had
and placed second in the with Kelly Mclntosh winning to score a minimum of 6.45
440-yard run with a time of the still rings, parallel bars, on the horizontal bar to tie
50.8, Both ran on the mile and horizontal bar events for the meet, but hit beautifully
relay team who posted a first U.K. and Bill England winning to win the event and the meet
place victory in 3:22 with floor exercise, side horse, and with a 6.8 routine.
The gymnasts' final meet
Charles Dawson, a freshman vaulting events for Eastern.
England
was
the
high
scorer
of
the year will be the
from Danville, and Tom
for
Eastern
with
32.4
points.
Kentucky
State Intercollegiate
Cahill, a junior from
The
gymnasts
travelled
to
Gymnastics
Championships to
Levittown, Pa.
the University of Cincinnati be held at Georgetown
Silvious Captures Mile
last Saturday and spoiled their College on March 5 at 7:00
EKU Ail-American Ken All-Sports Day by defeating p.m.
Silvious, a senior from Mt.
Jackson, Va., who has been
recuperating from a pulled
muscle below his diaphragm,
captured the mile run with a
time of 4:20. Placing third in
You Are Always Welcome at...
the mile and third in the two
mile run was EKU junior Kirk
Davis.

MERWYN LEWIS CROSSES FINISHES LINE

Bank American!

Staff Photo by Thomas O. RMOOII ■

Master Charge

HOME COOKING

Bluegrass S & T#2
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

The Little House

Rounding out Eastern
first-place finishers was senior
David Stebing, who won the
shot put competition with a
throw of 51 '4".
Eastern returns to'
Columbus for the Ohio State
Invitational Friday and
Saturday.

200'/* SOUTH THIRD STREET
"RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of delkwij Hoaeuade Bread
423-tn?

Soon To Be In Towns Evorywfioro

Come to our jeans sale!
Solids, stripes, even some prints
in cotton or cotton/polyester
denims. Some are Penn-Prest®,
too. Sizes for juniors and misses.

Now 3S
Now 42?.

See Donuts Made
in front of you at
.% Miss Laurie
Donuts
HOT — HOT

Tiny little midriff...
marvelous swoop of skirt
Craig Graely whipped them|
up in lime green or
lightning pink cotton
ribboned with slashes of
electric color. $33 QQ

COUPON

68' OFF
on any siia
cake

See Penneys Catalog
for more sportswear.

«miu»tft

ft

For Month of February

■

__ __

9-10 PJL
Next to Burger Queen
Big Hill Avenue
Call 623-9307

•pan 7 A.M. til It Ml.

Mon.-Sat.

~
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Up, Up, And Away

Wilson Fellows
Missing This Year
t

Eastern's Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship Representative,
Dr. Glenn O. Carey, Associate
Dean, Couege of Arts and
Sciences, reports that National
Director H. Ronald Rouse, of
the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation has notified him
that this year Eastern did not
place any students on either
list of Fellows of Finalists.
Last year Eastern had two
Fellows, both from English,
Gail Rhodes, and Audrey
'Morrison.
Over 10,000 college seniors
were nominated by their
.professors for the 1971-72
competition. Fifteen Regional
Selection Committees
• interviewed condidates and'
made final selections for this
twenty-fifth annual fellowship
competition.

, "The competition, was much
i tougher this year because our
district was limited to only 10
fellows," he said. Last year we
were permitted to choose 46
finalists and/or designates."

305 To Receive

h

Organizations
Continued from page 5

completed six hours of
geology sJnttiM,
the fiewlv^agaTuTed fMmWT anyone interested who hss not
cluboC Eastern.
yet completed these courses
The Bridal hair will consist can attend.
of six models, chosen from
The purpose of the club is
y the Textile Club membership to establish a closer fraternal
and home economics majors. bond among geology students,
They will wear twenty-five to to further the interest in the
thirty outfits consisting of field of geology, to bring out
bridal
wear, going-away the importance of geology
ensembles, and bridesmaid's intoday's society, and to
styles. The Fair will attempt establish a better means of
to touch all facets of wedding communication of students
planning, announcements, and and faculty in the geology
a engagement affairs that would department.
be of interest to those
planning marriage.
The textile club, which hat
been in existence for one year
has eighteen members, and
according to Vice-President
Judy Alderson, the objective
of the club is to "pull student*'
interested in textiles together,
, and to promote the interest
among others." Miss Alderson
is a sophomore from Paducah,'
Kentucky.
The Bridal Fair was
thought of as a money-making
project for the club, after'
seeing a similar program also
l
\ sponsored by Bloomfield's.
The admission price for EKlfa
program will be 75 cents.

»«sffiffi^rt£fir2SB5Bs^

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty
¥

FOR YOUR
DRUG STORE NEEDS

-■1 a

I

Stocktons!
Drufcs
JOE MILLER

Academics Editor
"Can you afford college?"
In its February 22 issue, the
U.S. News and
World
R eport took a close look at.
the high price of an education
in America today and
concluded that, "higher
education is passing out of
reach for millions of
middle-income American
families."
The magazine looks first at
the "ivy league" colleges and
other private schools. It
appears that many have
already approved tuition
increases for as much as 5-10%
in many of these institutions.
Yale University now has a
"pay later plan" which gives
the students up to 35 years
after graduation to pay for his
education.
A look at four public or
state-supported schools show
similar tuition increase.
However, none of the schools
examined are in the
immediate area of Kentucky.
An even closer look at the
situation in this part of the
country points out the bargain
Kentucky schools have to
offer.

This year there were the
same number of applicants,
but instead of District VII
interviewing around 100
students as was done last year,
funds limited the interviewing
this year to 40 students.
Funding for the fellowhips is
not as plentiful this year as it
has been in the past.
In the past years, some
17,000 college seniors have
become Woodrow Wilson
Fellows, and more than 6,000
now teach at colleges and
universities across the
country. Another seven to
eight thousand are still is
graduate school, preparing for
teaching careers.
Funds for Woodrow Wilson
.Fellowships have been
provided by The Ford
Foundation, F.M. Kirby
Corporation, Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation, Charles E..
Merrill Trust, Helena
Rubinstein Foundation, the,
U.S. Steel Foundation and by;
former Fellows.

Bridal Fair
Set March 3

The Grise Room in Combs
will be the scene of a Bridal
Fair on Wednesday, March 3.'
The Fair will be sponsored by

BY ROBERT A. BABBAGE, JR.

Applicants Number Same

Three hundred and five
college seniors will receive
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships,
attd an additional 741 have
been named Finalists. The1
purpose of the competition is
to
encourage outstanding
(
young people to consider
careers of service, primarily in
college teaching,
A Woodrow Wilson Fellow
4a supported by the
Foundation for a first year of
study at the graudate school
Lack Of Funds Hurt
of his choice. While Finalists
do not' receive financial
"We had some excellent
support, they are students from Eastern entered
recommended for fellowships in the fellowship competition
i and asaistsntships awarded by this year," said Dr. Carey.
graduate schools.
"The lack of funds hurt thenDr. Carey recently chances of being chosen, aa it
discussed the Woodrow Wilson did other outstanding students
Fellowships with Dr. Richard
the country."
C. Ifarius, Professor of throughout
The Fellowship winners
Histroy at the University of
Finalists are seniors in
Tennessee, who is the and
330 colleges and universities
Foundation's representative in 46 states and all ten
for District VII, a geographical Canadian provinces.
'area that includes Kentucky. Twenty-nine per cent ojf the
Fellows and Finalists are
women, a percentage that has
remained about the same for
the past five years.

,

Higher Education Costs Soar

Eastern's Tuition

Ravine Reflections
With the first appearance of sunshine
after a long, hard winter students come out,
too. The spring like days last weekend were

Counseling Service Geared
To Total Development
In an effort to "make life
easier" for its students,
Eastern operates a counseling
service "geared to achieving
total development of the
student by creating an
environment conducive to
good mental health,"
according to its director, Dr.
Calvin J. Tolar. "Pressures of
college life are much greater
than people realize."
He said the reasons that
pressures are so great are that
many are self-imposed, but
real no less. "Rates of suicide
among college students are SO
per cent higher than any other
group," he said.
The center, located in
Ellendale Hall, is staffed by

professional counselors. Tolar confidential status of
is a counsulting psychologist; information given the
Miss Judith Brown, Clifford counselors. .
The center handles two
R. Parsons and Robert Scott
serve as counselors.
general types of problems.
An effort is made to have Some problems require only
information, such as
one counselor available at a
times Onfall Haw ail Mil I m
tiowal* m»"' iwuetionsl
see any
counselor they w
decisions. "The second type
my couns
The center is open from 8 concerns emotional problems
a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday and requires someone skilled in
through Thursday and until therapy," Tolar said.
4:30 on Friday.
The counseling service
According to Tolar, the works closely with the
center's greatest problem is psychiatrists at the Student
establishing an image Health Center. They are
conveying trust to students. frequently involved in
Many students feel that consultation and referrals.
information will not remain
Tolar feels that the center
confidential because the is becoming accepted because
center is a division of the of an -increase in attendance.
"If the present rate of increase
university.
Tolar stressed that all continues, six to ten per cent
counseling relations are of the student body will have
confidential. When the center used the center's services by
was established the the end of its first year," he
administration agreed to the said.

3 Week Tour
Of Europe
Starts Aug. 5

An educational tour to
Europe will be hosted by John
R. Gilbert, a physics
instructor at Eastern.
According to Mr. Gilbert,
the group will leave for a three
week tour of Europe on
August 5, 1971. The tour will
primarily be made up of high
school and college students,
although adults are invited to
inquire. The tour is a part of
Staff Photo by Jim i
Wholesale Tours of New York
City.
Highlights of the tour will
include a cruise down the
CIRCLE K has been recognized by the'city of Richmond Rhine River and a trip
for its efforts in soliciting blood donors for a hemopheliac through the Black Forest of
patient Mayor Wallace G. Maffett presents a certificate of West Germany; drives through
recognition and appreciation to James Brown, Whitesburg, the Swiss Alps; and stopovers
at Lucerne, Rome, Geneva,
president of the club.
Paris, and London.

Going to be a Bride?
Then don't miss our showing of
Spring and Summer bridal fashions
sponsored by the Textiles Club
WEDNESDA Y, MARCH 3rd
FerreURoom
Combs Building
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

Unterbrink Studies Prices
According to a study done
by Unterbrink's office some
two years ago, "tuition at the
Ohio institutions compares to
Kentucky's out-of-stste
charge." Other statesupported schools that were
termed "similar to Eastern"
by the report were shown to

flappingess
fewhatIsell!Happines5
getting rid of
financial worries so you
can "live a little". You find
this happiness in our special cash-value life insurance plans for Seniors and
Graduate Students.
Add this special kind of
happiness to your life —
I'll be glad to help you
do it.

Civic Recognition

Time 7:30
Admission 75c .
collected by and for the Textiles Club

*

perfect for fishing in the lily pond, sitting in
the ravine, and basking in the sunshine.

Eastern now has tuition set
at $140 per semester for
in-state students and $390 per
semester for out-of-state
students. Cost of attending
schools in the states around
Eastern support the belief that
' an out-of-stater can attend
Eastern for approximately the
same price that he would pay
if he stayed in his own state.
According to a questionaire
sponsored by The World
Almanac,
the neighboring
University . of Kentucky,
charges in-state students a
mere
$10 more than
Eastern charges students of
similar status. Out-of-state
students, on the other hand,
pay $515 a semester at U of
K.
At Western Kentucky,
Kentucky residents pay $150
*a semes tVYT~* hTTr
out-of-staters pay $400. Mr.
H.L. Unterbrink, EKU
controller of business affairs
arrrms the statement that the
cost of an education at
Eastern is somewhat of a
bargain.

Charles Johnson

Southwestern Life

1750 Alexandria Dr.. Lexington. Ky.
Bus. 277-6161
A/C 606

MADISON
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BEST OF LUCK.
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Bride'i World
286 B. Main - Lexington - • open Mon. ft Fri. nitea til 9>

Vescio Helps Students
Vescio, who helps many
students come up with
necessary money to attend
school, said that while the
university tries to do all it can
to help, it would require
perhaps another $1,000,000
annually to meet the needs of
all EKU students.
THE
PERSONAL
TOUCH

U.S. News cites some
400,000 students working
each year in federally financed
work-study programs. Vescio
estimates that over 50% of
Eastern's students depend on
the G.I. bill and the national
defense loans to get through
couege. (Students receiving
money under the G.I. bill
obtain $170 per month.)
Loans Total 560,000
In 1971 new national
defense loans will total
560,000 in number, each
consisting of 90% federal
funds and 10% money of the
individual institution. There
will be over 1,100,000 new
government-guaranteed
student loans.
The high cost of college
nationally seems to be finding
no peak. Many families of
modest and even "moderately
high" incomes are now made
up of moon-lighting parents
and hard-working students
straining to meet thenfinancial burdens. In the midst
of this, Eastern has had only
two tuition increases in the
past three years.

CALL
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Beauty Salon
Eastern By-Pats

ONE HR. CUANERS
CORNER NORTH SECOND • IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Where Yea Get QssMy
One-Hew Pry Clsownq And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
♦ Pays A Wee*

DOUBLE
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They're here! The latest kx* on the
contemporary SEEN. No back pockets. Two set-in front pockets and
twenty men Dotrams give you tne
definite fashion lead. MALE S double breasted bells get you up with
a high rise beck soda low rise front
for that split level took. Sorry guys,
but gals tove "em too. Grab them in
all solids and patterns.

Once you climb into them, you
won't want to be out of them.

SLACKS. JEANS &THINM

Patch PK.it
uH.lt IfMJtts

t

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

62*3248

be close to the Ohio prices in
terms of tuition.
The World Almanac list
Ohio State as charging $300 s
semester for Ohio residents.
Their out-of-state fee is $825
a semester.
Mr. Herb Vescio, Eastern's
director of financial
assistance, says that tuition at
the University of Louisville is,
"a lot higher than at Eastern."
U of L became a "state
school" by an act of the 1970
Kentucky General
Assembly. Vescio said that
his office calculates the
average cost-per-year of an
in-state student at EKU to be
$1660 when considering
tuition and all living expenses.
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Dr. Anton Nyerges:
*I Learn As Much From Students As I Attempt To Teach'
BY BRENDAROSS
' .
Staff Reporter
He speaks Hungarian,
Hebrew, and German. He
writes poetry and lived for
several months with the Lapps
in Scandinavia. Dr. Anton
Nyerges teaches GSS 248,
Human Problems in the
Twentieth Century. "One of the most
important facets of my
teaching career," he said, "is
that I learn as much from my
students as I attempt to teach
them." Dr. Nyerges and his
students "attempt to find out
what the.major problems of
the twentieth century are."
Staff I

LEARNING FROM HIS STUDENTS is
one of the most important facets of Dr.
Anton Nyerges teaching career. Dr. Nyerges,

i by Lorry Sal toy

For

several

years,

Dr.

Nyerges worked in political
affairs. He spent three years in
Tel Aviv, Israel, three years in
Tehran, Iran, and four years in
political affairs out of
Washington, D.C.
"The point of the
employment," he said, "is to
follow political events inside a
country. In the field, one
reports back to Washington.
In Washington, one observes
and makes recommendations
that then go up through the
ranks-not only on internal
political events, but. also on
foreign and domestic affairs."
While doing his disertation
for Jus doctorate, Dr. Nyerges
spent several months living
among the Lapps of northern
Scandanavia. "Lapplanders,"

he said, "are basically a
pastoral people. Mainly a
pre-agricultural society, the
Lapps have a stimulus to their
economy in the raising of
reindeer, a semi-domesticated
species."
Nyerges specialized in the
Lapp language and
environment. He felt that the
Lapp economy was the "finest
economy in which I have
ever been associated."
Dr. Nyerges said that
Americans are generally
accepted throughout the
world with ease, but that the
Vietnamese conflict has
changed the attitudes of those
not living in the United States,
and has caused American
tactics to be questioned.

"The countries of the
He feels that pollution
world are changing," he said. and/or the military exhausts
"And eventually, there will be the major problem solvers of *
a united Europe, with all the our time, and classes cannot
nations of Europe being handle these problems.
combined in idea, ideals, and "Classes are a learning process
customs under a democratic as well as a teaching process,",
government. Whatever course he said. "There are no
the world's leaders choose, it guideposts in trying to find
must be an intelligent one, out what is going on around;
oneself."
with intelligent concepts.
During the past summers,
"Students," he said, "are
drawing away from-the finer Nyerges has written and had
arts-arts which could help published two volumes. One is
them get their ideas and a translation and summary of
attitudes across to those poems by Endre Ady, a
capable of changing the old Hungarian poet of the early
concepts. Politics are more twentieth century, Poems of
difficult to become involved Endre Ady, 1969. The other is
in, but the finer arts would a selection of poetry/
provide a more readily published in the Modern
Poetry Studies.
available sounding board."

who teaches Human Problems in the
Twenieth Century, has worked in
international relations and published books.

Eight Given Five Years
In Rape of EKU Coed
After nine hours of
deliberration, the jury
returned a guilty verdict,
charging statutory rape in the
case of eight local men,, four
of whom were Eastern
students.
The decision came after
three full days of testimony
by Mary Margaret Hanlon, the
victim, and the eight
defendants.
The decision stemmed
from the testimony of Miss
Hanlon, who stated that on
the evening of September 11,
1970, she was taken to •
trailer on Rice Lane in
Richmond, where she was
sexually assaulted by eight
men whom she later
identified.
Miss Hanlon testified that
she was walking to a nearby
restaurant to get a sandwich
for her roommate when James
A. McKinzie and Robert J.
Wagner approached her in

McKinzie's car and asked if
she would like to ride with
them to the restaurant.
After she got her sandwich
she then returned to the car
and asked to be taken back to
her room at Telford Hall.
McKinzie instead drove to the
trailer, and, according to a
witness, along with Wagner,
carried the girl inside.
Miss Hanlon then stated
that all eight men raped her
and afterwards she returned to
the car and asked McKinzie to
take her back to her room.
As they approached
Telford Hall, she decided that
she did not want to go inside,
and asked McKinzie to take
her to an apartment on West
Main Street where she said
"Butch (presumably a
boyfriend) might be." He was
not, however, so she then
asked to be taken to Martin
Hall, where "Butch" lived.
Richmond city police chief

Wayne Howard was not
notified until the following
Sunday morning. Miss Hanlon
identified Hendricks through a
photo and Howard arrested
him on a warrant
Wagner was also at the
trailer and he and Hendricks
each identified the other men
who were arrested later.
The men were confined to
the Madison County jail, and
were ■ later released on a
two-week bond, > pending
further action of the five
defense attorneys.
The attorneys declined
comment on any further
plans, though it was expected
that motions would be heard
by the judge oh Friday.
The eight men convicted
were Robert J. Wagner, John
C. Hendricks, Leon Green,
James C. Dunnett, Michael B.
Shoemaker, John N. Boley,
James A. McKinzie, and Gary
L. Layman.

Oh. . .Brother • • •
Watching your brother play in the "game
of the year" can be an emotional experience.
Roxanna Bryant, Burnside high school
student and sister of Eastern's George
Bryant, mirrors the action of the exciting
Eastern-Western game. She cheers the team
on as Eastern's momentum grows.
Anticipation of the outcome of close plays is
felt as the game gets closer. The feeling of
fear grows in the last few seconds of the
game. Her fear became a reality as a last
second desperation shot bounced off the rim
of the goal
Staff Photos by Martonrn
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6 LOVE STORY
Soundtrack
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3 GEORGE HARRISON
All Things Must
Mu Pass
Appla STCH
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1 JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR
Various Artists
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14 GRAND FUND RAILROAD
'• Live Album
Capitol SWBB 633

IS

34 LYNN ANDERSON
Rosa Garden
Columbia C 30411

19 CARPENTERS
Close to You
ASM $r> 4171

UNIVERSITY
Come In And Shop At Your Leisure

BOOK STORE
HOURS 8-6 Mon. - Thur.

8-5 Fri.

8-12 Sat.

